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OUTLINE;^
I, Play, as such.
A. Definition
B, Cause of Play
1. Not a Play-instinct
2. Impulses for Action
C-Th.eories
1. Surplus-energy
2, Recreation
S.Telcological
4, Genetic
5. Combination of all
Devalue of Play
1. For later, serious Life
a.Plato, Aristotle, Locke, Kant
.
2. Present Conception,
a. Froebel
b. Gives Child Pleasure
©.Promotes Child* s Grov^th
1 . Physically
2 . Mentally
3.Morally
4. Socially
d. Prevents Delinquency
II, Special Applications of Play as a Social Factor,
A, Needs of the City Children for Play-facilities,
1, Responsibility of City.
a, Playgrounds better Preventives of Juvenile Delinquency than
Juvenile Courts, Jails and Reformatories.
b . .Should ImproYo .

VIII
1 . Backyards
2. Street
Objections to Present Condition.
3. Roof-spaces
4. Objections against Suitableness of Backyards, Streets, and
Roofs as Playgrounds.
c,Must Establish Playgrounds.
1 . Kinds
:
a. Recreation Centers
b . Smaller-Municipal
c . School Yards
d. Private
2. Number
a. Sufficient to Provide Play-facilities for all its Chil-
dren.
3. Supervision Necessary,
4. Other Requirements
a. Outdoor Space
b. Shelter
c.Apparatus
d.Ball Field
e. Sand Pile
2. Hi story of Playground Movement,
a.Beginnings
b. Ppesent Status
c. Present Needs
1, Considered by Second Play Congress 1908.
a. Form, supervision, liiv/s, function, creed,
2. Night Playgrounds,

IX.
3. Cooperation with Child Labor Movement,
4, In Institutions,
5. As Preventives of Tuberculosis,
B. Needs of the Young Working People.
1. Must have Amusement.
a. Still have Impulses for Pleasure-giving Activities,
b.Work prevents all Individual Expression and its evil Effects
must be Counteracted by Play.
2. Present Places of Amusement,
a. Saloon
b, Dance-ha11
c, Clubs
d. Theatres
1. Nickelodeons
2.Vaudeville
S.Present Efforts for the Provision of better Places undertaken by
a. Settlements
b. Recreation Centers
c. Socialized Churches
4. Present Need •
a, Everywhere for the City to Assume its Responsibility and pro^M^
Amusement Facilities for its Young People; Result -
Better Social Morality.

PLAY_AS_A_S CIAL__FACTOR
.
I. Definition, Theories, and Value of Play.
When a vvealthy man sits upon the box, with tho reins in his handd
driving a team of high-spirited horses,he is playing while his foot-
man, sittin^ehind, is working. The next day when the servant has re-
sumed his place on the box and his master is behind, the story is the
sajne though the positions are reversed-the coachman is working while
his master is playing.What makes this difference when the man atnd
master fill identically the same places?The action of the one aims
to secure the means of a livelihood; that of the other,however,has no|
end in view outside of the immediate pleasure.
Thus what is work for one may be play for another.Let us look
for a minute at the farmer who after a life of strenuous work on his
farm, retires and moves to tov/n, expecting to be utterly happy because
he no more will have to v/ork.But in a short time the idleness v/earie
him, in spite of the novelty of his surroundings, and he begins to
wonder how a man can spend his time in the city. To relieve the straijji
he may possibly plan a garden in his back yard and carefully and
persistently help his plants grow, Prom the financial standpoint the
garden may be an utter failure: vegetables, just as fresh ajid of as
good quality can be more cheaply bought at the nearby grocery,But in
spite of the fact that there is no valuable end in view for which he
can work, our retired farmer will spend many hours every day out in
the hot sun, digging, hoeing, and planting along his orderly rows, If he
is not there either for the money or for the pleasure in eating
which the vegetables v/ill bring him, why does he stay out there in th^
1,
This illustration was originally used by Mrs.Ashton,
t
sun when ho could bo in-doors, cool and unwoariod?He is digging
pleasure for himself ;for him his gardening is his play. To hold a
hand at a card table would be work, but to be out in the backyard
with spade and hoe and mothor-earth all at his disposal is for him
to be in a real playground.
The man who after his work is over, hurries through his meals and
spends several hours every day among dozens of bee-hives, cleaning
the boxes, settling swaras and cultivating pollen-bearing flov7ers,al!l
the time spending more money on each pound of honey than the price
of the same amount at the store, is playing rather thsin working .He
gets as much pleasure out of such activities as the tennis enthu-
siast does out of his game, For him the resulting honey is not the
spur to action^but the immediate satisfaction that the time spent
watching and working among his bees will give him furnishes the
motive, In the usual game of tennis one will readily admit that the
Reason for playing is the immediate pleasure received from the ac-
tivity .If we call engaging in such a game play, why should not dig-
ging in a garden or hiving bees be play also if they give to the
participant the same satisfaction?The little boy may rather run
after a ball than do anything eiae asjlong as he has the strength.
We say he is playing. Then why is not the older boy who would rather
be with his pigeons, occupied in making nests,building fences, and
cleaning the lofts, than be anywhere else, likewise playing?Or the
musician who must work in a store all day, but who almost counts the
minutes until evening will come when he and his piano will have a
few hours together, what is he doing when at last he is making his
fingers move up and dovm the key-board, now softly,now thunderingly,
but always with wonderful harmony?Is this not his way of playing?
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What constitutea play and differentiates it from work is tho
psychio reaction felt by the actor, It is an individual affair and
in all probability there is no one activity upon which all would
agree and ca,ll play for themselves .Play, we consider to be, any activ-
ity prompted by the satisfaction which the action brings of itself.
This satisfaction in the activity may be tho only motive for action;
such is the case in pure play. But whenever, even though there is some
other outside end in view, the activity brings of itself satisfactior
,
in this activity the play element is present.This definition puts
play on a high pedestal compared with the place given it by those
who call play the useless activity of children. But we consider that
play is necessary for a normial person, whether child or adult, as well
as food and labor and think that any factor in life so essential to
the happiness of man of every station and age ought to be always
treated with respect. For play as we have defined it (aJ^efinition
which though of recent years psrhaps is rapidly gaining ground) as
any experience offering immediate satisfaction, is no trivial thing;
it is limited neither by age or place; it is restricted to no few
faculties of child or man; in the pursuance of it the common distinc-
tion the child and the adult is lost for both should play and it is
only when this element is gone from life that old age takes entire
possecoion of mind and body; in some fom it should penetrate into
every activity of life. It has a place in o^ir daily work for if,be-
sides some external end,v/e also receive pleasure in acting thus, then
there is a certain amount of play element in our work. The machinist
who loves and admires his machine, who feels that it is a powerfuli^
I
whom he can make v;ork as fast and as successfully as he wishes,by
whose side he would rather work than anywhere else, receives a satis-
faction from his work which is of the same nature as that caused by
'>0.
, V.
pure play. I
With the realization that play has a place in the daily routine ol
every life, old or young, oomes a recpect for play which it has not
aroused before. This r spect is also increased when vie romembor that
the field of play is not limited to muscular action alone but in-
cludes besides this the play of the faculties, both that of the imar:-
ination and of the reason and also of our aesthetic pov^ers.Play be—;
comes something worthy of admiration and encouragement when by means
of it,5in artist paints his finest picture or expresses the inmost
working of hi>s soul on the piano, No one can count these activities
as worthless but they are often only a part of that much slighted
phase of life-the activities of play.
Besides bringing pleasure to oneself in play we often give pleas-
ure to others. The musician at the piano ma^while playing for his own
soul also be causing the souls of a few hearers to bound with joy.
This pleasure of the others will in turn rebound upon the artist
and his first pleasure will be greatly intensified by the conscious-*
ness that he is making: others happy.
But most of the activities of life must have an end outside of
themselves : they must be a means for some later desired experience;
in other words, much of our life consists of v;-ork,For many this work
seems to be- anything but play, but as long as it is all drudgery the
limit of success cannot easily be attained for as George E.Johnson
1
has said "It is doubtful if a great man ever accomplished his life
work without h.^ving reached a play element in it". No one can succeed
as he might as a lawyer, doctor, or even as a clerk if he does not get
pleasure out of doing his work. The more this play elemsnt is present
''Pedagogical Seminary, 3: 98. Education by plays and games—Johnson.

the better will be the result and the Iocs wearing; will it be on one
physical and mental powers.Whether or not our daily activities shal]
be mere work or mostly play depends upon our mental attitude toward
some
the occupation but those who have done work which gave them /pleasure
pi-.rtly
those who have acted for the sake of the pleasure received from the
activity, have been the ones who have counted in this v;orld.
Play, therefore, is a factor in life the importnnce of which is
only begiiining to be recognized and the significance of which as an
agent in society we c.n only attempt to portrj.y. as the understanding
of its full value lies far in the future, Whenever an activity brings
pleasure and satisfaction of itself to the actor, even if there may
be also some other motive, this activity is of tho nature of play.
A certain amount of this play element is in every activity bringing
pleasure because of itself , whether it be that of a five year old
child or of the President of a Univre si ty, whether it be on the
piano or in the sand pile, whether it be a game of tag or the writing
of a book.
Since play is such a comprensive and important factor in life,
it is essential that we attempt to find the cause of play. This subjs
is very interesting as well as important and has been considered by
many writers on education and psychology .Most of these have presup-
posed the existence of a play-instinct ; then the rest of their ex-
planation followed naturally enough: children played because of this
instinct and a child denied the right to play was robbed of some of
the experiences which nature intended him to have, But what is an
1
instinct?Spencer defines it as a compound reflex action;Baldwin as
"an inherited reaction of the sensori-motor type, relatively complex
1.
Dictionary of philosophy and psychology
. vol . I
,
p . 527
.
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and markedly adaptive in character and common to a group of individ-
uals". This is giving instinct a much narrov«rer field than the many
psychologists do who apply the terra to any and all inborn tendencies
but an exact, limited definition only is scientific . If instincts are
thus restricted to definite, congenital reactions, of the nature of,
but more complex than reflex actions, there assuredly can be no such
thing as a play-instinct .For it would mea,n that when the controlling
stimuliiyere felt a certain, definite reaction v/ould take place; the
same which occured yesterday under the same stimuli! and the same
for all members of that species. But in play there are many wholly
different modes of activity
,
performed at the same or different times
There are no set rules governing play; its essence is spontaneity;
and the mode of activity used in play yesterday may to-day be un-
interesting,
A play-impulse is a far truer term than a play-instinct^An im-
pulse is a power urging action through its own strength, independent
of deliberation. The child has many inborn impulses or tendencies and
there certainly is an impulse for using his voice and his muscles-
for being active in any and every way. But we do not even think it
necessary to suppose that he has been burdened with a special play-
impulse besides all his others. The child is a live mechanism of
nerves and muscles, all ready to discharge at the first chancG they
get. And at firat^moct all perform at once: toss a bright-colored ball
in front of a baby and he will kick and laugh and scream and throw
his hands;in fact, there will be a complete let-go of all his musclesiy
the sight of the ball has stimulated his nerve centers, each of which
responds in its own way. This predisposition of every part of his
nature for action is the cause of the unceasing activity of the chilk.
_^Bu^lay-spontaneous action v/ith no consciousness of an end-forms the
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majority of the activities of the waking hours of every noraal child
unless he is forced by some superior authority to restrain his nat-
ural impulses .Therefore, these natural impulses which result in activ|-
ities of many varieties, are, we take it, the physiological souroes of
play.
Many theories as to the source and purpose of these predisposi-
tions-or the commonly assumed play-instinct-have been offered by
different students of the subject. The chief of those we will briefly
state as the sources and causes of any phenomenon should be clearly
understood before any adequate adaptation to present needr can be
made •
Herbert Spencer is the chief advocate, though prece^^ded by Schillef",
of what is called the surplus-energy '.heory .\Vhenever there is some
unused organic energy, this exuberant strength is consumed in aimless
action which is play. But while this is true in many cases when, as
after sleeping or sitting still awhile, the child is full of storod-
up energy to v;hich he must give vent, there are many caces to v/hich
it cannot be applied. The child, weary at night-time, who has played
off long before all his surplus energy, will be eager to play again
if something attractive is offered. The sick child can be made to
forget his pain through play but there is in this case no surplus
energy to be consumed.
What Groos calls the recreation-theory has been supported chiefly
1
by Lazarus. When tired of labor and not ready to sleep, rather than
be idle we will play. During this play, which will employ some other
reactions than the oned^sed in our former work, the worn-out parts
will have a chance to recuperate awhile through rest and at the end
°£ 1^2 P-'-.^lP®^^. ready for activity again. The essence of this
l.Die REIZE des SPIELES,Berlinl883, p.44.
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theory is the supposition of a naturj.! aversion to idleness of the
whole system vrhen only a part is tired, But it does not tell us where
or why we obtained this aversion; it does not even prove its exist-
ence,
1
Karl Groos is the main advocate of the teleological view of play.
Nature has certain serious tasks for each person to perform for whicti
he will need rather complicated povrers.In order to be ready for these
tasks she has provided the period of youth in which he may gain
strength and expertness through play.Man has many innate capacities
which are necessary for his self-preservation but they are in a very
undeveloped state, He has youth in order to play for it is in his
play he can by means of imitation and experience be equipped with
power for the serious struggles of life.
But a later theory hac: arisen which looks at play from an entirel]!/
2
different standpoint .For William James and many of the recent writerjjs
there is a genetic explanation of play. They consider that the plays
of children are the rehearsaljof the past , serious activities of
their ancestors . These activities may not be the exact reproduction
in outward form, but they involve the same bodily and mental activi-
ties. Our savage ancestors had to have quick sense judgements, strong t|i
of arm, and accuracy of eye in order to survive. The child of to-day
is heir to all such activities and has predispositions for them, e.g.
fishing, hunting, fighting, wrestling, and shooting at a target. In the
untaught, non-imitative plays of children can best be found the ac-
tivities of our ancestors. Thus these psychologists tell us that the
play-impulse is from within and not impelled from without by need of
practice.
l.Play of Animals Chaptorll.
'
Play of Men Part III.
_2JPsjrcholpp;y Vol . J^I . p . 590
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Each of these theories has been offered to supplant those pre-
ceding but it seems to us as though a truer conception of play can be
gathered and a better realization of the v;ay to make play of the most
value possible to society, if they are made to supplement each other.
It is true that often the surplus, exuberant energy co'TiTnon to children
is the cause of play as Spencer thought. The teleological view is also
true in many of the plays where there is direct practice for the later,
serious occupations of life and v/here,in the pursuance of others, thsre
are learned lessons of moral and social value. There is truth in the
recreation-theory when it states that in play we generally recreate
with other faculties than those with which we work.But the reason is
not because we object to being idle but because the spontaneous
promptings of one set of faculties have ceased, while a new set craves
exercise, and physical welfare forbids habitual inactivity of any of
the parts of the body. These parts may be divided into two main divi~
i!
sionsjthe muscular amd organic system and the nervous system. V/hen in
work one set of faculties is used rather exclusively, the other must
|
be exercised by play if all are to do their functioning properly, The
man who uses his physical strength in his work, needs in recreation to
have his nervous system aroused, needs to do something which will call
forth his imagination and arouse his interest and excitement ;but, on
the other hand, the man whose work involves a nervous strain should
recreate with his muscular system, The essence of the genetic theory
states almost a truism in affirming that the particular predisposi-
tions peculiar to man are the result of inheritance. Those of these
inherited impulses which result in activities still useful or nec-
essary for existence, are practiced and maintained in play; those whose!'
ji
direct usefulness has passed are reiterated in play and pro-
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mote the all-round, devolopmont of the mind and body.
If play may be due to so many different oauoes-there surely are
enough different modes to warrant such a belief-we can make the
education of children through play broader and more effective than
by following any one p:j,rticular theory. That children can be trained
in play for their later sorious occupations has been admitted for a
1 nlong time, Plato writes : The teacher should endeavor to direct the
children's inclinations and pleasures by the help of amusements, to
their final aim in life, The sura of education is right training in
the nursery. The soul of the child in his play should be trained to
that sort of excellence in which, when he grows up to manhood, he will
2
have to be perfected. "Aristotle voices the same idea: "Until the age
of five no demand should be made upon the child for study or labor,
lest its growth be impeded and there should be sufficient to prevent
the limbs from being inactive .This c;j.n be secured, among other ways,
by amusement, but the aoousement should not be vulgar or riotous. The
directors of education, as they are termed, should be careful what
tales or stories children hear, for the sports of children are design(|-
ed to prepare the way for the business of later life and should be
for the most part imitations of the occupations which they will pur-
«
sue hereafter in earnest."
The Greeks, as a whole, recognized the educational value of play
for children and also for adults but they knev/ more than this- they
knew that unwatchGd,unguided play loses its educational valuo and
5
becomes at times even v/orse than none .Therefore Plato adds: "At three
four, five, and six years the child will require sports ;now is the
time to get rid of self-will in him, punishing him, but not so as to
1. Laws, Book 1.643,
2. Politics, VII, section 17^4,5.
3. Laws, Book VI I. 792.
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1
disgrace him. "And Aristotle seconds it:"Until they are seven years
old they must live at home. Even at that age all that is mean and low
should be banished from their sight and hearing. The young espe-
cially should never be allowed to repeat or hear any indecency of
speech." "Youth should be kept strangers to all that is bad and
p
especially to things which suggest vice or hate."
Both the need of play and its supervision wer^clearly understood
3
by John Locke who says : "recreation is as necessary as labor or food*
but because there can be no recreation without delight, which depends
not always on reason but oftener on fancy, it must be permitted chil-
dren not only to divert themselves, but to do it after their own
fashion, provided it be innocently, and without prejudice to their
health. Free liberty permitted them will discover their natural
tempers, show them their inclinations and aptitudes ; and thereby
direct wise parents in the choice of the course of life and employ-
ment they shall design for them."
4
Kant condennc^all plays but those which have a purpose or an end.
Even then ,he thinks that the child should have his regular work,
for they must work in real life. This idea of usefulness in play
finally succumbs to the belief that work would prepare the child
better than even such play and for a long time play was considered
as a wrong indulgence .Play in all forms was forbidden in the schools
rather
and for a child to prefer' play^ than work or attend church was con-
sidered as an expression of his sinful nature.
But nov; the sentiment toward play has changed in the child's
favor and v/e are convinced that j)lay is important, nay, even necessary/,
1. Politics, VII. section?;?. I
2. Ibid.
,
paragraph 14.
S.Locke's Works, 1823 ed.vol . IX.p .98 ON EDUCATION.
4.Treati3e on Educationjparagraph 61. (translated by Buchner.
)
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for the child, both as a member of society and :xq an individual.
Froebel,the founder of the kindergarten, was the chief instigator of
this nev/ movement for happier children and more efficient ^nen.He
understood the true relation of play to work. In play the child as-
certains his powers and discovers his interests; in work he does acts
prescribed by another, thought out by another, and the benefits of
which will be another' s;in play he reveals his own power, discovers
his own imaginative depths.
In play the child* a imagination becomes for him an ever increasin/;
source of enjoyment^ forit is continually being strengthened by his
play. Each new game adJ.s food to this imaginative store, thus increas-
ing the child* s power to act of his own v;ill, after his own fashion.
His nature, unhampered by the mercenary dictates of others, finds its
free expression in play and by watching this play we may see the
revelation of the real child. The activities of work come from some
external causes; the play-activities are expressions of the inner
nature. In work, another ' s desires are evidenced; in play, the child's
1
personality is revealed and strengthened, Truly has Froebel said:
"Play is the purest,most spiritual activity of man during childhood.
It gives joy, freedom, contentment, and peace.Achild that plays thorough'
ly with self-active determination, persevering until physical fatigue
forbids, will surely be a thorough, determined man, capable of self-
sacrifice for the promotion of the welfare of himself and others.
Play here is not trivial, but serious and of d^ ep significance and
should be encouraged."
When the child sees others do things, he also wants to share the
activity and naturally and gradually his pla.y may be guided into worl
'ithout^his knowledge and this playful nature should alv/ays r^emain m
l»Education of Man. p. 55.
t
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in his work. It must, however, be understood that play for the child
is not a luxury but a necoscity . " It is not simply something that a
child likes to have; it in something that he must have if he is ever
to grow up. It is more than an essential part of his education; it is
an essential part of the law of his growth, of the process by which
he becomes a man at all,^
These buoyant, spontaneous, irrepressible impulses for action are
nature's provision for the happiness and future well-being of the
child, Play is nature's school and the time the child spends in this
school is never wasted. Play is one of the most important social
factors existing.lt is play that makes joyous free-hearted children.
Play in bringing happiness to the child serves an end in itself and
would demand a hearing had it no othor value. For the child,action is
joyful, quiet is wearisome and the more freedom for all kinds of ac-
tivity given the child, the younger and happier he will always be.
But some seem to forget that it is the child's right to be happy, to
be active, to be imaginative. In play, besides securing pleasure from
action, the child also reaps happiness from companionship with his
little playmates , Often the presence of another child will make each
more active,more spontaneous than usual and joy will radiate from
their faces .Pleasure is also the child's when in hie play he makes
something and a hearty appreciation of his work by anyone near great
ly intensifies this joy, In these and in many other ways, caused by thjp
different forms of play, the child receives immediate pleasure from
its play which fact is desirable enough to make it one of the many
justifications of play.
Besides causing the child pleasure, play has other uses; it trains
l.PLAY and PLAYGROUNDS Joseph Lee. Page 1
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and develops the cBiild physically, mentally, morally and socially, and
as a remedial factor, it works for the prevention of weakness and
crime . Society thus is a debtor to play for as Roosevelt said in iiis
Message to Congress, 1904:" If a race doen not have plenty of children
or if the children do not grow up, or if when they do grow up, they
are unhealthy in body and stuntod or vicious in mind, then that race
is decadent and no heaping up of wealth, no splendor of monentary,
material prosperity can avail in any degree as offsets."
As a physical benefactor the use of play can easily be seen. Weak,
flabby muscles are strengthened; natural organs are made to perform
their functions more normally ; sense perception is quickened and made
more accurate; the body is completoly developed in these sham struggles
Freah air is nece:--sary for health and as play is most frequently
indulged in out-of-doors, the child therefore in play gets a fine
chance to feed his lungs on this vitally essential stimulant.
Toronto h.^s taken a great step in making the best of the truth
that out-of-door exercise both winter and summer should be considero
a necessity if children are to be heal thy, As a result, Toronto has
admirably taken the duty upon herself of encouraging such exercise.
In most places the winter sports especially have hitherto been
neglected ao a rulo ;yet at this does the body stand in need of the
benefits of strenuous outdoor exercise. Toronto has recognized her re
sponsibility in this and has provided twelve free skating rinks,
operated by the Parks Department, and also has established eight or
1
ten tobaggan slides on the hills. These pleasure-affording places
are being enjoyed and appreciated in the winter months by so many
thousands of young people that the establishment of twelve more rinkj^
is being planned. The city government has cheerfully met the expense
l.The PLAYGROUND—Feb. 1909. p. 16. Free Rinks and Slides.
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of carrying on such rinks, which amounts to five dollar g per day for
each rink. This example could well he follov^ed by other cities which
deaire to have strong, robust and efficient citizens ten or fifteen
years from now.
Play is serious business for the child;for him it is real, earnest
lifejhe sees no end in view beyond what his play immediately offers;
to this he feels he must his undivided attention and strengthjhere
he tests his ovm pov/ers, finding out what he can do and v/hat he likes
to do. His joy and pleasure in using his imaginatim and his con-
structive power brightens his estimate of life and he who plays
rightly in childhood carries with him into manhood the knowledge of
hov^ to reap life's pleasures.
In the plays of childhood many lessons of utmost value in later
life are^Gamed; the value of many of the social requirements are
estimated truly. In team games the child in time learns the value of
cooperation; if inclined to be "bossy" he is soon made to understand
that obedience to a leader must be demanded and given or else his
team will be defeated.Vtoen the boy's personality is merged into that
of the team and he feels himself a part of the whole, always doing
his best so that all may have success, strong and everlastinr; lessons
in loyalty-which will later merge into patriotism-are being uncon-
sciously but quickly learned. Self-control^seems to come almost natur-
ally to the boy who plays, for he can do nothing if his temper governjp
all his actions for only by patience and practice can he learn to
bat a ball correctly or vault over a pole or in fact, do any of the
athletic feats so dear to a boy. Then unless he can control his tem-
per, he will not be allowed to join other boys in games for a boy v;ho
cannot be depended upon keeping calm and clear-sighted is never in

demand, One of the most important lessons learned from organized play
is that of generosity in defeat, of being a "good loser". This ability
can easily be acquired on the play-field and the younger the child
is when he learns it the more unconsciously will he make use of it
in later life and therefore the more^^he has made. If the play is
\inder supervision ^virtuous moral habits are apt to be acquired. Fair
play-the essence of a noble business man-, respect for the younger
and weaker children, clean language and stories are all then insisted]
upon and the children soon come to demand these qualities of every
new arrival. For a child to have learned to associate with others of
his own age without friction and receiving pleasure out of such
companionship is to have learned a lesson of great importance for
him as a member of society. The ideals of courage, endurance, s elf-
control, bravery
,
loyalty, and enthusiam formed on the play-field are
not apt to be soon laid aside for those of an inferior quality.
II. Needs of the City Children for Play Facilities.
Since play is such an important factor in the education of the
child to be a member of society, the best possible means for it shoul||i
always be provided. Even the play facilities and methods offered the
child in the home of luxury probably could be improved, but these
must be excluded from consideration in this paper as also must the
value of play as an educational method for the schoolroom and tho co|in-
try child's needs in this line, for there are many children who need
attention and consideration at once or else their years of youth
will be passed and we shallhave a generation of men in our cities
who have never played in the way that nature intended.And what will
that mean?Joseph Lee uttered a true word when he in ansv/er to this
1
question said: "The boy without a playground is father to the man
1. Constructive and Preventive Philanthropy .p. 123.
•>f'f
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without a job; and the boy xvith a bad playground is apt to be father
to a man with a job that had better have been left undone. "Yes, the
city that is spending more money on reformatories, jails, asylums,
and juvenile courts than on amusement facilities for both old and
young-as almoct all are doing-is apt to soon have among its citizens
many who have grown up stunted in body and mind, saturated with evil
and vice, men only a little more than beasts, and the city, not they,
will be held responsible for their condition and will with them suffer
for it.
Almost every intelligent citizen will to-day admit that children
have a right to play, and that all work or studying will stunt a chi|d
both physically and mentally. But this is as far as most people can
see-they do not or will not perceive that wherever there is a child
who has no proper chance for play ,he should have one which must be
provided by artificial means if nature cannot offer it to him. The
country is just beginning to wake up to the fact that nearly half of
its children are in the; city, thousands of whom until a few years ago
had absolutely no place on which to play but the street-a street
impossible for playing owing to rough pavements, garbage, incessant
traffic, and policemen. These children in the congested tenement-house
districts of our large cities are growing up without fresh air,
a
sight of nature, or even a chance to play tag or ball.What kind of
citizens can they be if play is necessary to the child as well as focjd
or labor?
Many of our largest,most wide-awake cities are beginning to realise
how valuable properly developed children are and are beginning to
grapple with the problem in earnest.lt was a great step in the childls
favor when the juvenile court superseded the criminal court room for

him but the movement for giving him a chance is of much more impor-
tance both to him and to society. The juvenile court takes care of
him after he hcis committed a misdemeanor, but the playground trice tc
keep him from ever misbehaving and getting into the hands of the lav,
,
A curative remedy is necessary after a disease has taken its hole
upon our bodies but how much pain and expense would have been saved
if some preventive means had been used in time to ward off the dis-
ease entirely 1 The business man who works on without vacation, in spil|(
of warning, because he imagines that his business cannot be conducted
without him, is apt in time to fall into a lengthy, expensive illness.
What earlier in the stage would have taken merely a few weeks Vaca-
tion to prevent, now requires a year of complete rest, full of pain
and medicine and possibly at the end, his health will be badly im-
paired. The same principle of prevention to-day instead of cure to-
morrow applies also to tho work of social redemption, It is degrading
to a boy to be brought before the courts, to be sent to a reformatory
and later perhaps to a jail, It is expensive to society to have so
many of her future voters in the criminal lists, It costs the city
money to pay wardens, judges, and juries ;reformatories and jails are
expensive places where delinquents are supposed to be cured. If there
had been nothing to cure, how much more self-respect the citizen
would have hadlhow much more talent and energy society could have
,
much
usediho^ richer would have been the city I Anything that can prevent
such a vast waste of human pow^er should be immediately adopted. The
delinquent starts often as only a little child who desired to play,
but who had to do it in a way and in a place not allowed. When first
arrested end punished he is considered as a troublesome individual;
several appearances before the courts brands him as a rogue; later he
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becomes a jail bird and a continual nuisance and expense to society.
What could have prevented this undesirable ending and started him on
the path of useful citizenship?He first got into trouble by not
having a legitimate place for play .Therefore, let society take a hand
at once in the affair and provide him with a playground, bring higi
into contact v/ith a sympathetic play-director, teach hin throu,7;h play
how to associate with other boys and girls peacefully and happily,
A
little direction and assistance given at the start and our delin-
quent would in all probability have been a respected citizen rather
than a hardened criminal
.
Playgruonds aid in the lessening of juvenile delinquency far more
than do juvenile courts .They, therefore, should be instituted as one
v;ay of settling this problem and in time the judge of the juvenile
court will not be a very busy man.Let us see what results the estab-
lishment of playgrounds alrec-dy can show in the few years of their
1
existence.Allen Burns ir his careful report of the effect of play-
grounds upon juvenile delinquency shows that available facts indicat|^
a comparative lessening of twenty-eight per cent in juvenile con-
victions within a half mile radius of Chicago's South Park Playgroimte.s.
But owing to the difficulty in judging what would have been the con-
dition if certain preventive means had not been used, it is very
probable that this conservative statement of the percentage would
have been shown to be toosmall.This investigation is the only one
which has been made on a thorough, systemmatic^ to show the effects of
playgrounds upon juvenile delinquency.
But while it is hard to collect statistics as to the value of
playgrounds in the prevention of delinquency, those who have seen and
felt the results are convinced beyond doubt-the policeman on the beat
1. Char. 21:25. (Oct. 3, 1908.
)
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Included- that there are fewer arrests and bettor order in the com-
|
munity where the playground exicts.One railroad official told Judge |
Lindsey that the establishment of a playground in a certain district,
made the services of one expensive watchman unnecessary .Boys who can
go to a playground for play, do not seem to desire to make the rail-
1
road tracks their playground.About one hundred thousand children
are brought before the courts yearly, generally for committing some
offence caused by their desire for play. The boy, whom Judge Lindsey
saw in the bullpen with hardened criminals, with chains around his
waist a.nd knees-arrested for throwing a brick at a citizen-expressed
the true but sad state of affairs when he said: "I never meant no
2
harm^ Mister;we was just playing."
It is not the boy who alone is guilty, if in his efforts to play
he goes a little beyond the limits of the law when the city that
made the law forgot him entirely. No longer has the boy a vacant lot,
a front yard, an old swimming hole, or a nearby pasture on which to
play .Advanced civilization with its rapidly increasing population
has built up all these places and alas for the boy, have left him no
place at all for play. "We are literally crov/ding him off the earth.
We have no rigltit to deny him his heritage, but that is just what we
are doing in nearly every large city in this country ;but he is hit-
ting back and hitting hard, when he doesn*t mean to,v/hile we vaguely
understand, and stupidly punish him for crime. ?/hy shouldn't he rebel?
3
The amazing thing is that he is not worse than he is. "These v/ords
from Judge Lindsey reach the center of the matter and if society
does not at once and everywhere assume her responsibility for this
1. Independent 65:420. (Aug. 20, 1908.
)
2. Ibid. ,D. 423.
3. Ibid., p. 422.
4,
V
\
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condition, the weakness and crime among the youth in our cities will
continue to increase as it has done in the past. Many of thece chil'-
dren are now cursing thoir^for not bringing them up better, for not
protecting their sould^ore, and the state is receivinr its share in
the curse through the increa,se of crime and dependency in its youth.
Agencies for bettering the living cd)nditions of the child-chief
among which is the playground-do m6re to prevent crime than all our
jails, courts, judges and policemen and as they are far more economical
their institution should be demanded even if the fact that they are
more humsinitarian does not have weight in the consideration.lt is
hard for many to realize the econom.ic advantages of these m.ovements
for prevention, especially those of the public piayground, because the
actual return in cash is rather invisible but the Children's Play-
grounds Association, Baltimore, Maryland, had a true insight into the
matter when they reported " The children's playgrounds rightly be-
long to the city. It is provident work and is far less costly than
the reformatory and juvenile court. "The establishment of playgrounds
is the beginning of the social redemption of the people in the large
cities £tnd those cities which desire to save themselves from worse
experiences then they have suffered in the past, are taking stringent
measures to make amends to the child for taking his"natural birth-
rights"from him-the backyard and the wide street.
Back yards are scarce in the large cities but where they do exist
under existing conditions
they should be made into the best possible playgrounds y^or the chil-
dren of that vicinity. This means, that garbage-that awful despoiler
of air and ground-should be iiranediately removed and the place kept
clcLin from dirt and water and if possible, something to play with
I.American Playgrounds—Edited by E.B.Mero, p. 55. |
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provided.Some of the first play centers were established by Settle-
ments in their backyards, surrounded by tenements, full of children
who had no backyards of their own.
But as now in the congested districts of the city-and it is the
children of thece districts for v/hom we are pleading-yards are very
scarce, the only places remaining for play are either a crowded, ill-
smelling room in the tenement house, or the street. The room, full of
litter, dirt, and confusion is certainly an impossible place for play;
all that can be done here is the pouring over books and papers, almosi
invariably of the questionable sort, ae—"feh±s~~ir& generally the onl^
—
kind that find^ ILtj wix^—into thgoo die trie to . As the children have no
place for play in the house, they must live on the street from early
morning until late at night, The policeman with hie club soon comes
to be their sworn enemy and whatever they can do to outwit or insult^
is considered very praisev/orthy .A fine school for training citizens
to respect law and order iNo continued play is possible in which self-
control, obedience to a leader, and appreciation of cooperation can be
learned for horees,v;agons and automobiles with their incessant pres-
ence constantly endanger their lives and forbid consecutive play. If
this is denied them, their chief fun must be derived from loafing,
making fun of and insulting passers-by, teasing the little children,
playing the mon by smoking and swearing, and|reading the obscene bill-
boai'ds and literature which surround them everywhere.
Life is admitted to be in" response to environment If the environ-
ment is merely a sidewalk, or a fence, a lamp-post, an ash barrel, an
apple stand, a pa^ssing auto, a well-dressed child, or a poor man with
his push cart, a penny moving picture show, a dance hall or a saloon,
what sort of a response,what sort of life and character can we expect
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the child to make? If playing around and with these things constitute^
the activities of the day for a child-ac they do for hundrods-v/hy
can we be surprised if to-morrow v/e hear of hira being before the
Juvenile court, or if in ten years, we find him in one of our jails?
For what other kind of life besides that of crime and illuding the
law, would such an education on the street-" the school of crime" -pre-
pare him?Roosevelt, always eager to make children healthier and happier
since from them must come our adult citizens in a few years, supports
1
this statement of the inadequacy of the street for play by saying:
"City streets are unsatisfactory playgrounds for children because of
the danger, because most good games are against the law, and because
in crowded sections of the city they are apt to be schools of crime"
The child is as a rule determined to play even in the midst of
most discouraging conditions and some of their struggles in this
attempt are really praiseworthy .When base-ball is out of the questioilL
boys have been seen on the street, some standing at bases about ten O]'
fifteen feet apart, others batting the ball with a small stick when-
ever a minute *s cessation in traffic allowed.A tame aind unsatisfactol'y
way of playing ball,v/e think, but they were doing the best they coul(|.
under the circumstances .Another v^ray some find of amusing themselves
is to see how close a car or horse may be when they can still run
across the track. This is a dangerous but rather fascinating sport
especially v/hen there is no other way of testing their powers. Every
lull in traffic is made the best of by a game of tag, crack the whip,
or hand-ball .Everything a little out of the ordinary or of interest!-
ing appearance which arrives on the street, is immediately pounced up(|»n
by these eager seachers of fun. The children do their best to play bu'
1. Quoted in "Important Opinions"
,
published by the Playground Asso-
ciation of America.
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there are too many drawbacks for much succens.If society would only
likewise od its best, how happy the children would be, for society has
the power to remove, remedy, and offset all hindrances.
The street, as v/e have shovm, certainly is no place for play now,bu'.
it might be bettered, The children ceinnot be entirely kept off of it,
as they must have a place for play near at hand for at least part of
the time, The street environment, therefore, should be improved as much
as possible so that the child will be in less danger of moral and
physical harm, First, the street should be paved v/ith asphalt or some
other smooth substance which should always be kept clean; second, the
traffic should be regulated so as to prevent much of the danger of
accidents .When some streets offer good coasting facilities, they coulc
for certain hours be kept free from traffic and the children allowed
free sport there. After six o'clock, when an a rule, all delivery wagons
have completed their trips, certain side streets could easily kept
free from vehicles all year round, In the suinmer evenings, this policy
would furnish many smooth surfaces for all kinds of games and in the
evenings, coasting could be safely enjoyed.
Besides the street and the backyard there is another place for
play which can be provided near at hand and which is coming more and
more into favor, This is the roof. Such space, if properly guarded by
side-rails, on top of a tenement house or school building makes a very
acceptable play-space, even if rather high up. This space is too valu-
able to be v/asted and can now be obtained v/hen land cannot. Roofs as
playgrounds and open-air gymnasiums have been tried in New York and
work so v;ell that now tenement houses, factories, and school buildings
in crowded districts are built with roofs especially intended for
such purposes.
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But while the backyard, the street, emd the roof can be made into
better playgrounds than they have been, there is much still to be
desired, Not many children can play here together and not much social
training can be experienced. Games requiring much space or apparatus
are impoc-sible, such as hockey, base- or basket ball, tennis etc., and
by missing these much of the pleasure and value of play-life if. lost,
.Also the children are almost entirely without supervision
or guidance but are left to their ov/n free v/ill and can do things
hazardous to safety, can browbeat and tease the little ones, can wear
themselves out by too much play, and a few of the bully class can
rule the whole thing.
Ti^g^^ supervision is ;i necersary and appreciated
factor in play, may be seen from a few words of Roosevelt which ex-
1
press the sentiments of many others : "Neither must any city believe
that simply to furnish open spaces will secure the best results.
There must be supervision of these playgrounds, otherwise the older
and stronger children occupy them to the exclusion of the younger anE
weaker ones; they are so noisy that people living in the neighborhood
are annoyed; they are apt to get into the possession of gangs and
become the rendezvous of the most undesirable elements of the popu-
lation; the exercise and play is lees systematic and vigorous when
without supervision and morever in all cities where the experiment
has been tried it has been found that such playgrounds are not well
attended."
This supervision which is necessary for play v/hether it be near
home or at a playground is entirely lacking as a rule on the street,
roof and backyard, except that which the policeman may give ajid he is
not generally very sympathetic or patient or careful to right the
I wron^s_of children-it is_the_rights of ^grown^pgo^le, [property _and'
I.American Playgrounds, edited by Mero,p,39.
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himself of which ho is ever-watchful.
Little of nature's beauties finds its way into these tenement
districts and the children get fairly crazy to step or. grass when
they d6 happen to see it. They are children and have aadzdassrc- the lovis
for flowers^rass and trees which normal children ^even if they do no-,
get to see them everyday, and v/hat is more, they have a right to he
with nature part of the time^to enjoy her "beauty and learn some of
life*B leu sons from her, or else they will grov/ up, deficient in that
element of their education, Playgrounds in some places can be laid
out with much natural "beauty, thus giving the child a little oasis in
the midst of his surrounding, gloomy desert of stones and bricks. That
children have this right has generally until recently been overlooked
for in the beautiful parks which the cities did provide v/ere so many
provoking signs of"Keep off the Grass" and "Don*t touch", that the
child naturally got tired of going to a place v/here so many beautiful
suggestions came to him^b»t none of v;hich he dared follow. Now, where
these signs have come dov;n, since people are learning that children
are more valuable and more beautiful than grass and flowers, these
parks have become more interesting to those who can visit them and
they have not lost much of their natural beauty. For experience has
proven that little children tumbling around on the grass do not hurt
it much but only add to its beauty, In some playgrounds a space has
been reserved for gardening by the children and how they do enjoy itj
It is natural for a child to love to dig ; therefore he ought to be
allowed to do so and if possible in a way by which he can learn some-
thing. Also if they have planted the seeds, watered the plants and
cared for them, they will have the joy of ownership in them and will
protect their property .Thus by making thd^hildren useful i«—thirs-Tmy

they may be given great pleasure and ,at the oame time, make their
playground more beautiful
.
One of the most serious and unmanageable problems which confronts
our country to-day is that of making good citizens out of the immi-
grants The many different nationalities, races and classes, the long
list of spoken dialects, the different social customs and traditions
and the lack of common interests make this problem of welding the
strangers into a body of unified and patriotic citizens a difficult
one. But as the dominant thing in the life of every child, no matter
whether he comes from Sweden or Greece, is play jit is through play
that all the children of a district may be brought together with a
common purpose and soon because of mutual association, the great
diversity of habits, speech and dress will disappear.lt is in this
v;ay that the playground will help furnish for the cities future
voters whose interests and ideals have become common and whose pur-
pose is to serve well the country which has taken pains to form them
into real Americans- Americans learned in self-control, selfygovern-
ment,and respect for laws.
We have now shovm that the children need a playground; that the
city itself profits by the playground; that playgrounds are not as
expensive as jails and reformatories and lessen the need of them;
and also, that supervision is necessary on the playground. Now it re-
mains for us of v.'hat a playground should consist, the different kinds
of playgrounds possible and how far the interest in this project has
spread.
There are many different kinds of playgrounds, some very simple,
others highly comprehensive , Those which are fully equipped are far
more than mere playgrounds ; the term recreation center which is being
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used in Chicago, is a more appropriate name. Such a center generally h is
an athletic field where base-ba] 1, tennis, foot-ball, and skating are ib-
dulged in, a running track surrounding the field, an outdoor gymnasiujr
and playground for men, fully equipped, another for women, a small chil-
dren's playground, a sand court or pit, an outdoor swimming pool,
a
field house with a gymnasium for men, another for women, supplied with|
baths and lockers, and also perhaps a lunch room, an assembly room,
a
library and reading rooms, a large hall and club rooms .Recreation
centers have reached their most perfect form in South Chicago,where
the South Park System operatesten municipal recreation centers, thus
offering "places where physical and mental culture and wholesome
1
recreation may be enjoyed by anyone who conducts himself properly."
Wonder and admiration are aroused by these centers for the zeal of a|
city which in the last few years has in this one district spent over
six million, five hundred thousand dollars upon recreation centers fo|:"
its people, That these places are being used,meaning therefore, that
the physical, mental, and moral welfare of the masses is being increased
is shown by the attendance which reached in all nearly five million.
five hundred thousand people of whom two million, two hundred sevent
2
eight thousand were users of outdoor gymnasiums and playgrounds.
Many lines of activity are being carried on simultaneously at these
centers as the different equipments ir.dicate, such as, gymnastics, athi
letics, kindergartens with sand-pile work, story telling and dramatic
expression, reading, quiet games and industrial work.
But not many cities could provide playgrounds on such a large
scale and it is fortunate that there is not a similarly imperative
need for them in most cities. But every city, large or small, should
I.American Playgrounds p. 212.
2. Ibid. ,p.213.
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have enough playgrounds, consisting if necesBary, merely of an outdoor
space and a shelter, for all its children, increasing the number as
the population grov/s,and always near enou[::h for the children to at-
tend regularly .For playgrounds to be in sufficient numbers, every
small child should have a play-space within three blocks at most of
its home, for this is about as far from home as it ought to go.V/here
this space is not supplied by yards surrounding the homes, the city
should make some provision for these small play-spaces for the littl
tots. It may be merely a vacant lot or some neglected triangle. In a
congested district of six square miles, for ezample,this might mean
about fifty play-spaces, some being these small ones, others in school
yards and still others regular municipal play centers .These small
grounds as well as the larger ones, should be under the charge of
supervisors, but probably a dozen or two workers could take care of
all, as some could be used only in the morning, others in the after-
noons .Children over seven caji go from a quarter to a half mile but
as a rule where playgroimds for these children have been established
the chief patronage comes from tho:e within a quarter of a mile
radius. The influence of the playgrounds for larger children which
provide opportunities for swimming, ball playing and other team games
of course reaches farther, but most of those attending are within a
mile radius. One of the saddest things in this connection is to see
a little child trudge so many blocks to a playground because of his
pressing desire for play, that when once there, he is too tired to
play at all and finally must trudge home again without having played.
This situation should not be allowed to exist and in the establish-
ment of playgrounds, there should be a strong effort made to provide a
sufficient number of the needed kinds so as to let all the children
3
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play every day. These may be under direct mimicipal control or they
may be in connection with school buildings, or they may even be con-
trolled by private funds.
V/herever allowed the school building with ito yard ought to be
used all year round, for every hour in the day, if complete returns
are to be secured from the investment .i^ast^ount of money has been
put into our school system - in Chicago alone it represents the
1
value of forty million dollars - and any business man or woman ought
to object to the losg of interest on such an investment by non-use
for a third or half of the time. Not until the school buildings and
yards are used for some kind of education more than five hours in
the day, five days in the week, will the community receive all that
their investment should yield.
The school yards are particularly well adapted for public play-
grounds out of school hours. The schools are generally situated near
the homes of the children and in enough numbers to care for all.
Adequate supervision is the main element lacking on these grounds at
present if they are to be fit places for play either during recess
time or after school hours. It is a common occurrence now for hundreds
of children to be turned out-of-doors for ten to twenty minute
recess without any thought being given to how they spend this time.
This howling, racing mob of children offers a fine field for improve-
ment due to the presence of proper supervisors^ and school boards
should insist upon the teachers being associated with the children
on the playground as well as in the class-room. Up to the present
time this need for supervision has been woefully neglected and many
of the natural but undesirable consequences of unwatched play have
resulted. This is an opportunity for education on the playgroiind and
Ll, Char.Aug. 5. 1907. Union of Schools and PL^^OEOUNDS—Perkins . I
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Bhould be made the "best of by all school boards. After school Ib cut
the property could profitably be turned over to the children for a
playground, but under this arrangement, of course, a supervisor must be
provided for the teachers cannot be expected to work after school
hours
.
Besides requiring provision for sup©rvi si on, with a little extra
janitor service and some simple apparatus, every school yard and
building could become a play-center with little exj)ense,for there
are already or. hand many of the facilities which a playground ought
to have, such as:a shelter fro^m rain and sun, a place for storing
play-apparatus, baths, etc .An opportunity, also, for indoor play in w^in-
ter and on rainy days and for quiet games and evening amusement and
entertainments is furnished in the school building. V/hat is now needekl
is that other cities should amend their statutes if necessary, as did]
Albany, N.Y. , 1898, giving the Board of Education the control of school
1
property "for purposes of public education, recreation, and other unes
The schools of New York are rapidly becoming a family possession and
they
are so protecting its children that watch over them all the time
This is as it should be everywhere, for whatever the child comes into
contact with during the period of youth helps to educate him;it is
the school *s duty to see that this general but all-important educa-
tion is of the right sort.
2
When Mrs. Ward talked on play here in America, she reported that in
London there were in the year 1908 tv/elve schools open from five-
thirty to seven-thirty every evening and all Saturday norning for
recreational purposes,A paid superintendent and a corps of assistants
were provided to play v/ith the children and while attendance was
1. Outlook, 75:209. Children out of School Hours Lillian Betts.
2. Charities and Cornjnons, 20 :
7
9. (April, 11. igpe.
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allowed as a rule only twice a week, the children from the poorer home
could come daily, These centers v;ere open from September to July and
after April, the play v/un out doors if pocsible.This example ohows
what is being done in some schools but much more should be done; that
is, the buildings and grounds should be free for the approved use of
the children and their parents at all times, These school-recreation
centers should of course be under the management of the Board of
Education and if this Board is efficient, it is often best to have the
more exclusively municipal playgrounds under their administration alsfo
for then the one kind will be made to supplement the other and there
will be no conflicting interests or repetition of work, It is generallJKr
more advisable for the city to suf>ply the funds for the establishment
and maintenance of the playgrounds for it is the city*s duty to care
for her children but if the city administration cannot be made to se^
its duty, it is better to start them on privately sollicited funds
than to let the matter drop suid the children suffer. One private play-]
ground is often such a successful example that in time the city will
be forced by its intelligent citizens to carry on the work throughoutj
the entire city, One of these private playgrounds is necessarily equipf-
ped and conducted on a small scale but the good results are much in
evidence nevertheless.
The expense of establishing and maintaining playgrounds is very
small when compared with the cost of our public school system,A small
playground, such as that shown in the plan for a private hour? costs
omly about one hundred dollars, In Chictigo where the state of per-
fection in complete recreation centers has been most nearly reached,
1
about eleven million dollars have been spent for recreation facilitie^s
2
while their school system is valued at forty million dollars, It seems
I.American Playgrounds p. 2©
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strango that we are v/illing to pay so much to have our children shut
up in a crowded room, reading and reciting without much knowledge of
what they are doing, while we think it wastef\il to spend a few dollars
on ways to keep them happy and well out-of-doors, where they not only
will be safe from harm but where they will also loarn unconGciously
lessons just as valuable as those they recite with so much trouble in
the schoolroom.
We have already shown that efficient supervision is one of the mos
essential features of the playground, irrespective of kind, but perhaps
it is not irrelevant to cinswer at this time a few criticisms of this
need and to show what provisions are being taken to prwide a supply o:
efficient supeirvisiors to meet the demand.
The objection to supervision most often met with is that play shou|l
be spontaneous and directed play is not. But this implies an entirely
false idea of the work of the supervisior ;his work is not to insist,
diijt and prohibit, but merely to lead, to suggest and, above all, to try
to elicit plans and expressions of desires from the children, always en|
couraging them to take the initiative ;he must also managft.the entire
group so that fair play instead of might rules and so that everyone is
kept busy at some safe amusement . Children v;hen left to themselves, know
and play only a few games and literally v/ear them out by long use but
under the leadership of a sympathetic and competent supervisior, they
soon acquire a large stock of games from which to choose and upon whicl.
to v^ork their imagination. The absolute freedom of the child is to be r^-*
stricted very little through the enforcement of rules. Only a very few
are needed, such as, insistence upon fair play, proper language and be-
havior and no smoking. Better than rules is the creating of such a
sentiment among the children as will make the children give and demand
the desired conduct .Mischievously-inclined children can often be
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Gured by civing them somo rcsponaible ponition in the came or day's
programme , Such quiot, indiroot controi as a v/ise supervisor '.vill exer
will as a ru^e cover most of the problems of conduct, and orily as a
last resort should the director turn to the police for assistance.
Such leadership cannot fail to make the children better even if it
is given through play and vrithnut the show of direct direction and
it is such supervision that we insist upon all playgrounds having.
This full value of supervision has not always been realized for
many supervisors have -overlooked the ways of improving the individua
natures through suggestion. But wise directors are aware and make use
of the power of a little suggestion, are eager to have the children
Sharon the arranging of the day's programme, and are little by littlte
guiding the children into greater use of their imagination and strengtU.
Such supervisors ar^the ones v;ho are showing best the actual results
of playgrounds.
Children prefer playgrounds which have leaders to the unsupervisep.
ones and this fact alone aught to be proof that directors should be
provided. The children seem to have a truer insight into the truth
1
that "organized play is freer than free play" than do their represen-
tatives at V/ashington who refused to appropriate adequate funds for
the efficient management of tho existing playgrounds in the District
2
of Columbia because of the question: "Vi/ho taught Adam to play?"
In order for a playground to reach its limit of usefulness, what
else besides efficient supervision is needod?An outdoor space and a
sheltor^re essential,both of which may be of various degrees of sim-
plicity or complexity . In the school yards which are gradually being
used out-of-school hours in some places in the United States, gener-
1. Dr.L.H.Gulick.
2. Char. 21: 734
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ally not enough play-space per child hao been allowed and legislatio
is badly needed on the sub ject .Experts have figured out that the
proper school playground should contain at least thirty square feet
per individual, while the average in America is probably fro:n ten to
1
twenty square feet. In these yards not much apparatus is needed, but
there should be swings, teeter boards or ladders, or possibly both, and
a giant stride. If there are primary children, a sandpile,building
blocks and a fev; toys are needed, Of course more can be used with goop.
results if space and funds allow.
For the small municipal playgroujids there are memy kinds of appar
atus possible but in the selection a few facts must be taken into
consideration; it should be made of material best fitted to withstand
all inclemencies of the weather; it must be and^keep safe; that which
will entertain the largest number of children in the smallest space
is generally the most desirable; and it should be of only those kinds
which the children enjoy using, In order to have a playground serve
its full usefulness, there must be some form of shelter from rain,col(^
and sun provided, This can be merely temporary or can be elaborated
into a fully equipped field house.
Besides this main playgrouid where apparatus for gymnastics is
used, there should be also a ball field and a space for little chil-
dren, with, if possible, a separate place for larger girls and mothers.
In fact a playground should as nearly as possible appeal to all membijpES
of the family so that all alike may reap its benefits.
To meet the athletic needs and interests of the child, apparatus
bringing into play certain sensations is needed, such as those of
falling, jumping, swinging, doing" stunts" and receiving cooperation.
Some of the apparatus here suitable are the tilts and teeter ladders,
I.American Playgrounds, p. 50.
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sliding poles and coasts, swings, trapozos and travelling rings, hori-
zontal bars, flying rings, vaulting horses, and parallel bars.
For boys over twelve a ball park is neoe sary;for base-ball and
foot-ball are games from which tae boy gets more enjoyment and dis-
cipline than from any of the others.Last summer in San FraJicisco the
Amateiir Athletic Department of the Examiner held, with the help of ar
interested and supporting public, an all-summer base-ball tournament
which permitted over five hundred boys to learn through play lessons
in clean sport, team play and quick obedience to authority .More than
sixtty teams were organized and all through the summer large crowds
1
turned out to see the contest for championship. This was rather an
unusual but highly successful way of providing play-facilities and
it shoves how a chance to play ball appeals to the boys and what good
results from it. This examjjle could profitably be followed by other
cities but even without arranging for a tournament, ball fields in t]:|e
municipal playgrounds should be provided if at all possible, that is,
if room permits, for every normal boy wants to play ball.
One of the most ecsential and desirous features in the playground
for little children from three to ten years of age is a sand pile.
Here they can give full rein to th'-ir inherited impulse to dig and
make things.A child is happy if he gets a place to play in the dirt
and seems to be fond of this kina of play from the time he is able
to crawl around. But clean' sand satisfies them every bit as wellies
mud and it certainly hurts their appearance less. The first sandpiles
were placed in the yards of the Children's Mission, Parmenter Street
2
Chapel, Bos ton, Mass . in 1886, copying the public parks in Berlin. These
proved to be such a successful way of keeping the little tots good,
1. Char. 21:440. (Dec .19, 1908.
)
2. Lee—Constructive and preventive Philanthropy .Chapter, S.
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well and happy, that the next year there were ten heaps placed in the
courts of tenement houses and one in a school yard. The average daily
attendance v/as four hundred and special matrons \7ho v/atchod over the
children, offering a helping hand where needed and caring for them ar|d
the playthings, were provided for the first time. The success of the
sandpile feature was so evident that it was one of the first depart-l
ments of playing to be efficiently developed and is now one of those
most commonly found. The essential fundamentals are the sand, some siir
pie playthings to be used in the sand, andperhaps a covering to pro-
tect it from the violent rain and the extreme heat of the sun.
Whether this is advisable is as yet a question of dispute, for some
say that the cleansing effects of the rain and sun are needed.
A
moveable shelter, only used when the sun's rays are too hot for com-
fort or safety and when the children need protection from the rain
is probably ail that is necessary .From this most simple and inexpen-
sive foundation can be developed sauid courts, gardens and boxes of a
much more elaborate nature. The sand court, being much larger and more
easily kept clean than a sand box, will of course be a source of
pleasure to more children but where room is scarce, the latter has
been found very useful.
As to how extensive a playground system is needed will depend upojji
local conditions which each city or school board must meet in the
manner which seems most appropriate to it, The essential feature is tp
provide play-facilities for all its children and recreation for the
older members of the community .Hov/ this can best be done, each city
must decide for itself after investigating the methods in vogue in
other places, For this reason the arrangement and equipment on the
various existing playgrounds differs almost indefinitely and all we
LiA X.1001 »'i.Oi>.i»
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have attempted to do haa been to show the fundamental requirements
and the direction in which the work may be elaborated.
The present movement for the establishment and maintenance of plaj
grounds, the need of which is now so apparent and ever becoming bettei
met, started in the little sand gardens, mentioned above, in Boston, It
was also in Boston that the first free, equipped and supervised outdodjr
gymnasium for the public use of men and boys was established in 1889fc
1
Charleebank. ^^nNew York Citv^^^e first playgrouxK^was opened in 1890
by the Society for Parks and Playgrounds for Children, incorporated
1
only the year before.Thefirst playground wi th modern equApment^as
established in Chicago at Hull House grounds in 1894. This year also
1
saw the first playgrounds in Philadelphia and Baltimore .The first
municipal playgrouiid in New York City was opened in 18^9. But these
simple and recent beginnings have since spread like wild-fire all
over the United States and fesuLe even gone north into Canada.
The only v7ay to obtain an approximately accurate idea of the won-
[ierful grov/th of the Playground Movement is to look over some of the
reports concerning the work of the last two years andreview the work
of the second Play Congress held Sept. 1903. In the summer of 1907 New
York City conducted sixity-three playgrounds under the Board of Ed-
ucation, and in 1908 the Parks and Playgrounds Association maintained
seven playgrounds, eleven ball fields, and a summer camp. The sum total
of all vacation playgroundc for New York City in 1907 was one hundred
for which were employed six hundred and six workers, v/ith a daily
2
average attendance of seventy thousand. Eleven evening roof playgrounc
were in operation in 1907, the music alone for v/hich cost about twenty
I.American Playgrounds p. 242, Chronology of the Modern Playground
^«Char.Aug.2,1907.—Recreation Centers in the City ofl^New YORK.-Stew;
9-
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thousand dollars, The tv/enty-six recreation centers vmre opened at
1
night for the first time in 1907. The total park area for old Nev/ Yor||j:
alone is 1444acres, making a Dopulation of 1463 people to each acre o
1
park. In 1905 in Central Park alone were issued three thousand, five
hundred tennis permits, five hundred for croquet, fifty for cricket
and the fifteen base-ball diamonds were almost constantly in use but
1
no permits were required.Very large systems of parks are to be found
in the boroughs of the Bronx, Richmond and Queens, there being in Bron|s
alone sixty-seven tennis courts, thirty-seven base-ball dia^monds and
1
two free golf courses.
Besides these parks New York City offers her people for recreatio|i,
swimming facilities and recreation piers. These swimming bathe are
rather numerous around the river front and also in the interior of
the city, In one year between three and four millions of individual
1
baths were taken in only seven of these resorts .Eight piers v/ere par
tially turned over for recreational purposes about ten years ago at
the expense of over one million dollars v/hich nov; permit thousands
of women and children to enjoy cool, fresh sea breezes and to -play in
1
the open air. These make fine playgrounds but must have careful and
intelligent supervision in order that a disorderly minority may not
mar the pleasure of all. In the fitting up of these piers a vast a-
mount of hitherto xvasted space has been utilized. The main floor of t^ie
pier has been and is still used for commercial purposes but above
this was an unused space. Now a second story has been added, roofed
over but with open sides and ends, provided with settes, lights and
»s
bothering the main floor but it also prohibits the v;orkmen fron carry-
ing their business to the second floor. As lights are here very easil;-
i}T&t^',l^^"^ , Pftr.-ppflti nn Hftntftra ip Nftw York, Stewart.
music and a fine recreation center results .The'^orbids the merrymake
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provided, they can bo open in the evenings and many tired, over-heate
working men and v;omen, together with mothers and children, can thus
enjoy the sea breezes for a few hours. Every evening on these piers
there is a concert from eight to ten, the music of which costs over
fifty thousand dollars each season. These piers vary in size from
about three hundred feet to eight hundred feet which space is usually
filled to its utmost capacity,At some of the larger piers on Sunday
1
the attendance has been as large as twelve thousand people.
The report for the rest of New York for the year ending September!
2
1908, was briefly as follows ; seven cities use school buildings for
evening recreational purposes ; seven cities have vacation schools in
the summer; the Rochester Department of Education adopted a plan for
social centers in public school buildings in the fall of 1907;
Syracuse granted the use of one of its schools for boys 'club purposels;
playgrounds with directors and apparatus were opened forthe first
time during the past year in Auburn. Qeneva,Homell,Newburg, and Water
vliet;in Buffalo a playground association V7as organized in May;New
York, Buffalo, Rochester, and Ulster county held play festivals.
In Philadelphia in July and August 1907, fifty-eight playgrounds
v^rere in operation under the direction of the department of physical
education of the city board of public education. On one Tag day in thj^
summer of 1908, Philadelphia raised tv/enty thousand dollars for the
establishment of four new Dlaygrounds.
4
The Legislature of 1908 in Massachusetts passed a law requiring
that at the next election every city of ten thousand or more popula-
tion should vote on the question of providing playgrounds conviently
located and of suitable equipment for the recreation and physical
1. Char .Aug.3, 1907,—Recreation centers in New York Stewart.
2. Char. 21:485. (Dec .26, 1908.
)
3. American Playgrounds— -p. 113.
4. Ghar.21;455-6._jDec.l9 .1908. ) The Survey 22; 141.
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education of the minora of the city. By this tirae twenty-aix cities
have voted and in twenty-four of these the playground movement won by
a large ma jority .Therefore in these cities before July , 1910, the lav/
insists that one playground be established for the first twenty thous-
and and one for each additional twenty thousand inhabitants .A state
committee on playgrounds to work in cooperation with the Playground
Association of America has been appointed by the Massachusetts Civic
1
League to help these cities in establishing their playgrounds.
But the work begun in the East has spread all over the country. In
1896 a playground movement was started in Pittsburg with one school
2
yard piayground, with an expense that year of about one hundred dollars
By 1908 the work had grown until there were then in operation six wel
equipped recreation parks, twenty-four vacation schools held in school
3
buildings, and a number of small playgrounds .Nor is it stopping at
Pittsburg at this, for in November, 1908, a most beautiful and fully equii)
4
ped recreation center was fomally opened at Lawrence Park.
Cleveland, Milwaukee, Chicago, SanFranciso and many other cities have
increased their appropriations for fresh-air centers. Toronto and other
Canadian cities in the fall of 1908 had six playgrounds and are plan-
6
ning for tv/elve for 1909. The stimulus for this work was received at
the First Play Congress held in Chicago in the summer of 1907 and
these playgrounds are the result of what the Canadian delegates there
learned.
The University of Missouri has taken into its hands the work of
6
extending physical education all over the state. In this movement all
1. Char. 21: 1235. The Playground 23:23. (Feb. 1909.
)
2. Report of the Pittsburg Playground Association, 1896-1907. p. 1, 7.
3. Char. 21:793. (Feb. 6, 1909.
)
4. Char. Nov. 21, 1908.—-Pittsburg*s fine Playground.
5. Outlook 90:97-8. The second National PLayground Congress.
6. Char. 20:85. (April, 11, 1908.) Work in Missouri.
American Playgro^onds, p.267.
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the physical training, athletics, and playgrounds of the state have
been put under the central control of the department of physical
education of the state university, and this department is to estab-
lish necessary playgrounds throughout the state. As a result of the
work of Prof .Clark W.Hetherington and Prof. Royal L.Melendy-field
worker in this raovement-in the last year thirty-one Missouri cities
have established playgrounds.
Looking at the growth of the movement in the United States as a
whole, the result shows rapid progress. Out of the nine hunekred and
seven cities in the United States with a population of five thousand
or over, only ninety or ten per cent conducted playgrounds prior to
the year 1908. During the summer of 1908, one hundred and seventy-
seven cities have had playgrounds in use and one hundred and eight-
1
een others are planning to have them in the near future.
Closely related to the movement of providing outdoor recreation
facilities is the establishment and maintenance of parks by street
railway companies .While they are alv/ays of course planned for the
purpose of making money for the railway companies,many of are pro-
A
vided with means for the enjoyment of base-ball, tennis, row^ing, canoe-
ing, swimming, as well as thoit. of concerts and plays>-]»s» tho sg; ViUo altt^J|il *
2
In the United States there are more than five hundred of these parks
These reports are imquestienable evidence of the popularity of
this movement, But as rapid expansion will block the real efficiency
of any movement unless the intensive work is proportionally strength4
ened and improved, the Second Play Congress which convened at New Yorl:
September, 8-13, 1908, considered not so much how to gain new territorj
Questions of
but how to secure for the best rosults that already obtained,Ways anc.
are ^
aieans,sufih_a^;iyha.t ^o^t^of lajys^n^eiieiJjjsrhaJi.is.ihe ]3est. apparatus
1, Outlook, 90: 97-8.
l3,AmQri-^a=i%gygreundi::) "-p . DQ»
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equipment ;iinder whose control should the playgrounds bejwhat kind of
supervision and where to train men and women for oupervisorn ; this
was the kind of questions considered by the Congress last Septemder,
Representatives from twenty-nine states, consisting of playground
commissioners, directors and supervisors, members of school and park
boards, mayors, aldermen, scholl principals and teachers, business men,
1
ministers, social settlement workers and many others, For five days
they rationally, enthusiastically and profitably considered the ques-
tion of play. Play- the spontaneous, joyous activity of our children-
formed for them a most sreious subject and they grappled with its
many questions admirably.lt was here fully realized that in the
establishment of small playgrounds for children the play-problem is
only partly solved. Young people and adults must also be cared for, if
the recreative provision is to be thoroughiBoys and girls over twelv j
are not generally attracted by these small grounds and these are the
children who largely compose the class brought before the juvenile
court and whose delinquency the city must prevent by offering them a
place on which to play .Mr, E.B.DeGroot, director of gymnasiums and play-
grounds of the South Park System, Chicago, well stated what is needed
1
when he said before the Congress:
"Chicago also suggests that our very inclusive terra "public play-
groujid" stands primarily not for swings and teeters, not for kinder-
gartens and construction work, not for gardening and nature study, and
not for an orthodox educational policy,but rather for public recrea-
tion; a public recreation that has at one end the play of children and
at the other the relaxation of young men, young women and adults"
said
Mrs. Heller that as the impulse for music and dramatic experiences
A
is very strong, there ought on the playground to be children's theatres
1. Char. 21; 15-25. The Second Play Congress.

and places for dances, concerts and social gatherings instead of
forcing the young people to frequent the ever-present cheap and de-
moralizing theatres and dance-halls in order to satisfy this natural
craving.
The function of the playground was restated by Dr. Luther Gulick
in his presidential address, so that it might ever be uppermost in
1
their minds as a guide to the goal, He expressed it in the v/ords:
"It gives to the individual the opportunity for mastery of his body
under conditions of increasing difficulty in its varied physical
activities.lt also gives the opportunity for the social experiences
of democracy, of self and group governraent.lt is the school of physi-
cal and social self-discovery and self-direction"
Dr.William Maxwell, superintendent of public schools in New York
1
City, reported the various recreational uses to which the public
school buildings v/ere being put, some of v;hich v;ere, -vacation schools
andpl aygrounds, evening recreation centers for adults, and afternoon
recreation v/ork with children.A total attendance of over four hun-
dred thirty-four thousand at the thirty-one vacation schools, with a
daily average of nearly seventy-six thousand on the ninety-nine
vacation playgrounds and an aggregate of more than one million, eight
hundred thousand at the twenty-eight evening recreation centers, shows
i
whether or not the public appreciated this way of using the school
plants.
It v/as urged several times that the playground movement cannot do
its best work alone but should intimately cooperate with the child ^
labor movement, the parole officers of the juvenile court, and the
truancy officers.
Roof playgroimds were admitted to be a good and necessary thing ir
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New York owing to its congested condition, but the Congress urged as
forcibly as possible other cities -bsi^ provide places for play before
they were completely built up,A growing city should buy reservations
for playgrounds while land is cheap and ahould in this way provide
for the future. This is an action that many cities could follow at
once and thus take a step the wisdom of which they will see in a few
years. New York City is an awful example of an improvident city which
now must pay one million dollars for a small playground space and
cannot get enough then.
The committee on how to train supervisors reported that it was at
1
work upon:firstjan outline course covering the whole field and de-
signed to train general supervisors ; second, a course for playground
directors to be offered by noraal schools of physical education;
and third, courses to have a place in the curriculum of normal train-
ing for teachers so that the public school teacher will be able to
cooperate intelligently in all playground effort which is closely
identified with the schools."
Theodore Roosevelt, the honorary president of the Congress, express
ed in his message to the children of Washington what would make a
good creed for every playground. Some such creed might be adopted and
published so that everyone who desired could learn exactly what the
playground movement stands for and what it is trying to accomplish.
2
Roosevelt writes :''To the boys and girls of Washington: Through Dr.
Curtis I have learned many of you are taking an active part in var-
ious athletic .«#id events in your city. I am glad to see this. I believ 3
in work and I do not believe in sacrificing work to playjbut I most
emphatically believe also in play.A boy or girl who has a healthy
1. Char. 21: 13-25. The Second Play Congress.
2. Char. 20:586. (Aug. 15, 1908. ) I
Tib'
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body will be all tho better fit for serious work, and if the health I
comes through vigorous sports, pursued in an honorable, straightfor-
ward manner, not only the mind but the character la benefited.
"To the boys I wish to say a special word, I emphatically believe
in manliness, in courage, in physical address, but I believe quite as
much in good comradeship and in a spirit of fair play. I hope that
wherever you enter a contest, you will do all that is in you to win,
and yet that you will remember that it is far better to fail than to
win by any unfairness, by any underhand trickery .Keep in mind that it
is only by persistent effort in the face of discouragement that any
of us ever do anything that is really worth v/hile doing. The fellow
who gives up as soon as he is beaten is made of mighty poor stuff anc,
if he thus gives up as soon as he is beaten in a sport, he does not
stand much chance of success in the sreious conflicts of after life.
The true spirit^the spirit which fights hard to succeed, but which
takes defeat with good nature and with the resolute determination to
try again. It is a good beginning for this serious work of after life
if on the playgrounds you learn how to cooperate v/ith your fellows
and to do your best to win,while at the same time treating your op-
ponents with fairness and courtesy."
In order that all the benefits possible may be reaped from the
space alloted to play and recreation, the suggestion of night play-
grounds is good and worthy of consideration. There are many boys and
girls who particularly need opportunities for play because of being
forced to work part of the time and whose work in the day-time keeps
them from attending the day playgrounds .Y/ith lights and a few more
hours of supervision, these check boys, shop girls and other working
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children could be given a chance for healthful play.
These little people who v/ork are suffering privations anctfjurdens
sufficient to sicken the hearts of everyone, and whatever can be done
to make their lives happier and more healthy ought to be undertaken
at once.Where child labor laws are strict, they do not begin work un-
til they are fourteen,but there are thousands in the working ranks
who are younger. The national Qhild Labor Committee which met at
Chicago, Jan, 21, 1909, reports'^ that there are probably about six hun-
dred fifty thousand children at v/ork in factories, shops and mines
and over one million at work for wages on farms. Thus it seems that
over a million and a half children are earning wages instead of pre-
paring for life on the playground or in the school.
In South Carolina little tots only four,five, six years old are
2
found in the factories "helping" mothers or older brothers and sisteJ'S,
These little ones are spending ten to twelve hours a day in a close,
often heavily lint-dredged atmosphere, doing odd jobs at another's
bidding, with no opportunity for play whatever .\7hat does such a state
of affairs mean?All it can mean is that over a million children are
dying from overwork or are being forever stunted and dwarfed in body
and mind and soul; that yearly thousands of degenerates are coming
into the body of American citizens to be burdens to their country.
Such a ruinous state of affairs should not be allowed to remain in
existence and two of the most effective ways of preventing its con-
tinuance are strict child labor laws, properly enforced and the pro-
viding of the children with chances for real p}.ay.
1. Char. 21: 760. (Jan. 30, 1909.
)
2. An overseer in Chester, S.C. frankly told Mr.Hine,when he was invest
gating the real conditions in N.and S.Carolina, that this v;as a way i|i
which manufacturers all over the state evade the child labor law. The
names of these little ones do not appear on the companies 'books and
pay goes to the parent or older child.
.(Char. 21: 744. )
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As long as these children are allov/ed to work in mills, factories
and stores, playgrounds avail them little for at the end of the day
they are too tired for anything as a rule but swallowing their sup-
pers and throwing themselves on the "bed in a stuper.When they are not
real enough children to enjoy their food, when it "seems like it has
1
no taste" their whole childhood is being robbed from them. Such a con-
dition should exist no longer and as soon as the child labor laws in
the South turn out hundreds of children from the factories and mills,
the playground and school should be ready for them and should show
both children and parents that they are real children who must play
most of the time if they grow as nature intended them to, The greatest
2
need according to Dr. Curtis in the whole country is below the Mason
and Dixon line, for the school terms are there very short, many chil-
dren must leave work on account of the child labor laws, poverty is
common almost everywhere and\jihe summer* s heat is intense. The poor
city children of the South are passing unhappy and unrealized lives
because of the lack of playgrounds.
Another class of children whose play-condition must be improved if
our civilization would advance as it should are those in institutions
of some sort. It is becoming more and more generally recognized that
institution life is often ruinous to the child- the fact that about
eixity-five per cent of the young men sent to the New York State Re-
formatory at Elmira,N,Y.have been inmates of some kind of institution:;
for children shows this clearly enough- and^^his is the case, since
there must be some institutions for children, conditions at these
should be remedied as much as possible.V/here a bell regulates every
activity, all spontaneity soon disappears from the child and he gets
1.VanVorst Cry of Children, p. 141.
2. Char. 21:4 (Oct. 3, 1908.
)
5. A. V/.Butler - Secretary of the American Prison Association^
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into a settled, unvaried daily routine in a, short time. Discipline in
institutions must necessarily control most of the child* s life and to
counteract its monotonous and repressive influence, these children nee(
,
playground facilities even more than the tenement child, Play, free,
spontaneous, and vigorous must form a large part of their activities
if they are to grow up to be real men and women with an individual
personality of their own. But hithertoj'opc the trustees and superinten-
dents have as a mile not understood the place of play in a child*
s
life and even now they need some education on the subject.Among the
staff of assistants there should be in every institution a director oi
recreation, for his presence is needed on institutional playgrounds as
well as on municipal ones. This phase of the subject concerns more
children than is commonly supposed at first thought. In the state of
1
New York there are twenty-eight thousand children brought up as wards
of the state in public institutions, while in the entire country there
2
.were reported to be, by a special census bulletin dated 1904, more thar
ninety thousand dependent children in institutions and about fifty-
thousand in family homes under supervision.
The white plague which has spread with rapidity and cruelity over
this country is justly one of the subjects attracting great interest
for it is threatening the very life of our peo|)le when its yearly
3
victims here in our nation risej^ to one hundred and fifty thousand.
Of the. many questions w^hich held the attention of the International
Tuberculosis Congress this fall, that of prevention chiefly concerns
us. Proper habits of life,meaning particularly the securing of suffi-
cient fresh air, good food and rest, are essential factors in preventing
the spread of this dread disease, but of these three elements the most
1, Delineator, Nov. 1908.—Vi/here one hundred thousand Children Wait.
2. Char. 21: 343. (Jan. 9, 1909)
is. Char. 21: 171. )Nov.7,1908)—Midway in the Campaign.
|l 1
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inportant and predominating consideration is fresh air. Adults and
children must be taught to demand fresh air night and day and to do
anything to provide for it, but most of the hope of the future lies in
the children who must not only novr be kept fron acquiring tuberculosi
but must be furnished v/ith strong disease-resisting bodies. For this
the playgrounds are of great value. The first step is to provide gen-
erously open play spaces and the second, equally important, is to have
them so administered that they will be factors in the social uplift.
Such an administration v/ill have two main directions of effort jfirst,
to make the playground so attractive, v^holesome and mnrestricted, as to
give every child a vital interest in it ; second, the older members of
society must be made to value the playground as an equally beneficial
and necessary factor for the education and health of the child as the
school room. To secure such administration as v/ill produce these re-
sults is a very serious, difficult, yet vitally important matter, and
when the playground is able to interest both the child and the parent
so greatly that they will insist upon spending part of the time there
one great step in preventing the advance of the white plague will
have been taken. Governer Hughes in his address before the Playground
Congress spoke a few words on this subject which ought to bear fruits
1
soon. He said:
"V/e want playgrounds for children in order that we may conserve th«
health of our people. We are fighting with intelligence and with
new-found zeal the great white plague, but the dread disease of tuber-
culosis must be successfully fought by developing stamina, plysical jdjiftAlicj^cW
through exercise in all the physical activities .We must nourish that
strength in childhood. We do not v/ant simply hospitals and pavilions
and notices giving instructions to those who are unfamiliar with nec-
l.From his Address printed by the Playground Association of America.
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essary precaution.Viie want to save the health of our children that v;e
may nurture a strong, well favored cominunity .That is the surest v/o-y tc
stamp out disease, If we were thinking of nothing but the preservation
health and the proper function of government in pi^otecting against th 3
unnecessary exposure of the people to infection and inroads of diseas 3
we would make it one of our first obj'ects to secure adequate play-
grounds for children in the free air and give them opportunities of
rescue from their over-crowded abodes."
III. Needs of the Young Ysiorking People in the Line of Amusements.
Up to this time v;e have been writing chiefly of the play-needs of
children under fourteen, v^ith only a hint now and then that their olde :^
brothers and sisters and even their parents also need amusement and
recreation. This subject is likev/ise important and must be considered
by the city thoughtful of itself, and this is a problem which is also
far from complete solution. That all young people need recreation is
admitted readily by us but the eunuseraent of those v/ho can provide
play-resources for themselves we cannot in this paper take time to
consider.lt is those who either through lack of means or power cannot
obtain without guidance proper and sufficient recreation, of whom we
must take thought.
After the restrictions of the Child Labor Laws restrain them no
longer, most of the young boys and girls must go to work. In the United
States the cen^s of 1900 found almost three million young men betv/ee: l
the ages of sixteen and twenty employed in countless ways and over
one million of yoimg girls of the same ages. Some of these of course
belong to the favored class which v/e have eliminated, but, sad to say,
the majority of them do not. These young working people must be under
the guidance of some superior force all day where they ,as a rule.
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have no opportunity^ to follow the dictates of their ov/n naturec and
where therefore only a minute part of their natupe is developed.
Their only time of freedom is in the evenings and on holidays and it
is in these fevv hours that they must secure their share of life's
^oys found in amusements.
The impulse for a good tim.e of action, freedom and companionship
does not leave the child as soon as he begins Vfork, Quite the con-
trary, for by the unnatural confinement atnd obedience to another's
will, this impulse, when once the child is relieved from work, demands
expression so much more insistently that the chances are that if a
praiseworthy way of "letting go" is not offered a questionable one
will- be pursued.
But here let us pause a moment and give tribute to those American
young people who are so anjKious to receive an education, that after
eight or ten hours work, attend night schools, Y.M.CA.classes, and
instructive lectures of their own free choice. That so many American
boys and girls will g©ve over their sole hours for pleasure to educa-
tional means is certainly an example of the American enterprising
spirit and an indication of an advancing civilization. Of course for
these young peo|)le there is recreation as v/ell as intellectual train-
ing secured from these classes but as a rule, something more exciting,
more useless, is desired.
And that large majority who do not attend such night schools, where
do they go?Many of our young working people are unskilled in work anc
ignorant of city life, having probably come from across the ocean or
from farms in the surroimding districts .With only a small salary, most
or all of which must go for lodging,board and clothes, without an in-
troduction, which is absolutely necessary for entrance into houses sjic
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places of good standing, they must either find their amusement on the
street or in some disreputable place, such as the saloon, public dance
lall and gambling den, for which no introduction is nececsary .Amusement
they must and will have, for their life with its poor,unnourishing food
and impure air, its environment of nerve-wrecking noises, hur-ry and
crowds adds stimulus to the natural -craving after pleasure and if nec-
essary v/ill turn it into all sorts of malignant and vicious habits,
1
But as Jane Addams has aptly said, "Amusement is stronger than vice and
tfefict. it alone can stifle the lust for it^that "vice often is merely a
love for pleasure gone wrong". If a city would provide public facilitie!;
for decent pleasures, our present social problem would be much nearer
solution.
But instead of making ample pleasure for amusement, they seem to be
guide^d by the theory
making an experiment 4.n '*' favor of t3a»"'Conolucion that no municipal pro-
vision for play is at all necessary , This duty they have tujrned over to
unscrupulous men who treat it merely as a business proposition and try
to see how far they can go in making the young people spend all their
vages for pleasure. The saloon, "the poor man's club", is open to every-
one, the only price of admission being a drink or a treat to one's
friends. The saloon offers a place for the enjoyment of social contact.
Interspersed v/ith drinks, coarse jokes, and perhaps a brawl or two. In
order to make these places more attractive, the proprietor often has in
addition to. his bar-room, club rooms, gaming rooms, and a dance hall, all
of which he rents at a nominal price and v;hich are probably the only
mes available for the gatherings of many of the young people. The danc<
ialls,v/hen rented, are often kept in use all night in order"to make it
rorth while to pay the rent",aLnd with chancesjfor getting a drink novr
itnd t,hen_so £los_e at__hand and the_ doi_n£ £0__not__at all_ 2Lue_st.i£n£d_but__
:.. Char. Aug. 5,1907. Public Recreation and Social Morality.
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rather expected, tho crov/d is often carried av;ay by excitement and
1
drink to disastrous results.
The public dance halls t/here for five cents anyone may have five
minutes of very exciting pleasure, are largely patronized and are
breeders of crime and vice. Here come crowds of young girls, eager to
have a good time,v/hich if they obtain, can only be by dancing v/ith the
young men who frequent such places.
Besides the saloons and dance halls, the other places open to these
young people are, cheap theatres, nickelodeons, music halls, billiard
rooms, and shooting galleries .But some require money for the privilege
of seeing debasing sights and enjoying corrupting society, while other
lead to worse results. If such places are all that are open as a rule
to the poor young working people, especially those of the tenements
who, living in crowded, littered and unsanitary homes or in small, often
hall bed-rooms,must get av/ay in order to have any social pleasure at
all, if, to repeat, the city has made no provision for these its young
people, if it spends more money on jails, courts, reformatories than on
ways to entertain its citizens so as to keep them from needing such
places, can such a city be said to be doing its duty*iSome cities, v/e
are glad to say, are waking up to the fact that the dance hall and the
saloon do not make the best conceivable environment for its young, tha
l.The conditions existing where the dance is an adjunct to the bar ari
described by the committee on Amusements for New York, 1908, on pages 3I
5 of their report. "The dance lasts from three to five minutes, while ai
interim of ten to twenty minutes is allowed for the sale of liquor. Th^
management provides tables and chairs about the hall and no one is ex
f
pected to sit dovm unless he ords^ drinks. The waiters are constantly
circulating about importuning for orders,— It is customary for the
girls to drink with the men with whom they were dancing and\the combi-
nation of liquor and the sexual excitement that naturally accompanies,
the dance is more than the average girl can stand," Of twenty-five
such places investigated by the committee, five were found to be v/holT,-
immoral, while seven others had a large attendance of immoral women.
The girls generally attend two or three times a week but some are see:i
dancing at various halls every night almost.
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such a situation ruins the soul and robs them of their economic value
and with the help and example of settlements and socialized churches,
are looking the problem squarely in the face with the purpose of
solving; it as well as possible .V/herever an experiment of municipal
provision has been made for recreation, almost instant success has
1
followed. Chicago has seventeen parks with playing fields, gymnasiums
and baths, which are patronized by thousands of young people.At these
parks there are also beautiful halls which may be used freely by any
group of young people for dancing and other parties, under city super-
vision and chaperonage.The saloon halls have been the losers of many
patrons as a result but the gain for the young people has been wonderlf
ful. These halls are beautifully supplied with plants and lights and
everything is of an elevating environment .As the halls are secured
free of rent, the partiee can afford to break up at a seasonable hour
instead of at daylight, often in a drunken disorder, as before.
Before the recreation centers were esta^blished in Chicago, the soci
settlements were the only places which offered the public any respect
able meeting places for social gatherings free of charge. As soon as
they established public halls, there was a great demand made for them
by the young people, for as they said "it v/as such a nice place for a
2
party as it had no saloon. "As soon as the girls once got a taste of a
respectable party in a nice hall, they refused the disorderly saloon-
halls and continued to use the settlement halls. The field houses in
the recreation centers are now supplementing the necessarily limited
equipment of the settlements and are offering suitable halls for the
settlement club dances.
- _ 4 small Qoranittee l2aQkgd_by ihs atrougsst charitable_aasQciatiQns_
1. Char. 21: 567,
2. The Field Houses and their Possibilities in Chicago. Mary McDowel[L
in Char.Aug.3,1907.
, \>jKii^c» SUA . iJariO ni
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of New York City has by means of an all-suiraiier investigation come to
a full understanding of the evils of the existing dance halls which
have been found to have no good feature as the dancing is generally
only a supplement to the drinking and is a direct breeder of immortal"
1
ity under the present conditions, and as a result of the investigation
2
propose to do two things. First, to introduce into the Legislature a .
bill which v/ill require a license fee of fifty dollars a year for
dancing academies-where on some evenings instruction is given- and
and will make the licensee responsible for the conduct on the premises
at all times. Its fitness for the use of a public assembly in reference
to construction, safety and sanitation must be decided upon by the city
departments . The bill also prohibits liquor being sold or served in the
hall or even in rooms on the same floor, and prohibits the admittance
of girls under sixteen or disorderly persons. The second plan of the
committee is to start model dancing academies throughout the city and
3ee if an attractive, well-conducted dance hall will not be appreciated
by the young people. These halls are to be run on a paying basis after
constmction so that tliey will have no philanthropic air about them.
The proposed work of this committee shows in concrete form what
improvements should be made in the dancing facilities of the young
people if the theory is acted upon which says that prevention of vice
and crime is better and cheaper for the city, as well as far better foi
the individual , than taking care of the delinquents and the dependents
after the city has been injured and the individual character ruined.
1. "Dancing is the amusement that is most ardently sought .Everywhere
the dance halls are crov/ded.—The immoral woman is in all resorts and
pleasure parks,— It is quite impossible for girls to go night after
night to the present dance halls and remain unharmed."
Close, vulgar dancing is seen every?;here and the "spiel", a form of
dance requiring much twisting and twirling, and one that particularly
causes sexual excitement and which respectable members of society re-
frain from dancing, is popular in all these halls".-
—
pp. 2, 3 of report.
• 8IOI:ia.iJ3rio,2
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How our social morality can be raised ic one of the moot living ques-
tions of tho day and we ajiswer that one very efficient v/ay is to raiss
the standard of amusement for the young people .This can only be done
by providing such attractive and properly supervised places of amuse-
ment -making use of the forms v/hich appeal most to them -that they
will desert their old resorts in favor of the new ones. The improve-
ment of the dance hall is only part of the problem for the dance is
only one of several possible and attractive forms of amusement.
When children become fourteen or over , they seem to have an almost
insatiable love for clubs and gangs. Some of these clubs want meeting
places in a warm well-lighted room as soon as they are formed. The
ever-present candy store often comes to their assistance v/ith suitable
rooms and thus becomes the social center for these young people for
the time being, Gradually these cs^ndy stores become tame to the bo^s
and girls v/ho in them have had a taste of questionable environment,
and rooms in the saloon appear more attractive and are secured. Thus
the candy store which seems innocent enough at first, can be made the
direct feederJij of the saloon and thereby become a lowering force in
that district.
But some of the clubs of young men found in the saloon have had a
different begimning from these candy store products . Some are out-
growths of beys* gangs. The street corner or a deserted alley generally
forms the meeting place for such gangs and there the members recieve
instruction from a chosen leader as to the way of obtaining the most
fun that evening. This fun as a rule consists in outwitting the law as
this is about the only form of amusement that the street can offer
these boys eager for excitement .Boys from fourteen to eighteen are
very loyal to their gang and often when they begin to take an interes:,
in parties and girls, the same members fo2?m a club having a regular
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placo of meeting -generally in a caloon- with a certain arrangement
of dances and smokers throughout the year.
The pro^grammes of thece clubs are all about alike and equally
demoralizing; a ball each winter in some large hall, usually annexed to
the saloon, which is one of the chief social functions of the district,
the tickets to which are generally fifty cents each; a "social" once a
week, consisting of a low-class dance, comic songs, coarse humour, and
buck dancing, The girls wh6 attend are largely factory girls, vulgarized
by these constantly degrading pleasures, v/hose undesirableness can be
better imagined when it is known that the club members will not let
their sisters go to their dances and will leave the girls they take or
the street .Besides these social^to v/hich the girls are invited, the
members have their smokers with several barrels of beer on holidays
and on Sundays .These social clubs form a good basis for the ravages of
the politician for he promises excitement and better things and this
is what they are always eager for.
The social settlements have recognized this desire for clubs, caused
and heightened by the love of a warm room, by the monotony of standing
on the street corner, waiting for something to turn up, and by the pleas
tire in meeting others socially, and have carried on their work in line
with this natural desire,Rooms are provided for these clubs by the
settlements, new clubs for various purposes have been organized, and
suggestion and help in their proposed schemes are offered, The debasing
forms of pleasure v/hich the club formerly pursued made up the programmjfe
as a rule merely through lack of anything else and the members are
eager to change these forms as soon as better ways are offered them,
Gruidance is all that is needed in most cases and instead of beer-soake
smokers, they rejoice in gymnasium work, debates, amateur theatricals and
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chaming parties .When once the standard of the club Id raised, the
members become disgusted with their former surroundings and ar^ifted
above them for all time.
Riis House on Henry Street, New York, is doing work similar to that
1
done in all settlements and from its report may be gathered some idea
of its activities. In the spring 1908, one thousand boys, girls, young
men and v/omen were finding their common playground which for many v/as
their only opportunity for social pleasures .Clubs, classes, social meet
ings, gymnasium clubs, kindergartens, industrial classes, are always
going on-. Over eighty per cent of the money given for its management
goes directly to secure benefits for those attending as much d>f the
work is voluntary.
Now the field houses in the recreation centers are coming to the
assistance of the settlements in this work and have started an arrange*-
ment in Chicago which should be paralleled in many cities. The field
house in Sherman Park which is situated among English-speaking people
2
particularly, is the rendezvous of thirteen organizations, comprised of
eight social clubs, one lodge meeting, one park athletic club, one asso-
ciation, one high school fraternity, and one probation officer meets hi
juvenile court wards there. Two social and pleasure clubs, four organi-
zations, one lodge, and one University Settlement entertainment find
2
their place of meeting in the field house at Davis Square. At Armour
Square Park rooms are furnisheid eleven organizations, consisting of
four pleasure clubs, three park athletic clubs, one lodge, one associa-
2
tion, one school alumni club, and one dramatic club. It is in this v^ay
hat the settlement idea has spread to the parks and all the neighbor-
hood are brought together for common pleasures and commoi^ieeds
.
1. Out. 89:69. (May, 1908)—V/hat settlements stand for.—Jacob A. Riis,
2.Char.Aug.3,1907.—The Field Houses Of Chicago.—McDowell
.
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The theatre presents a strong rival fcvthe greatest popularity to
the dance hall, To it goes the largest part of the money spent on
amusements for on its platforms are presented scenes of stirring, ro-
mantic, adventurous life which appeal to the tenement population with
an intensified power since the imaginative and romantic factor is so
decidedly missing in their life and work. The five-cent picture shows,
commonly called the nickelodeon, have grown into favor so rapidly in
the last few years that 4=k now form^ the center of the cheap amuse-
ment problem. In Greater Nev/ York the number of nickelodeons has grown
1
in the last few years from none to almost six hundred, which daily
entertain three and four thousand adults and seventy-five to one hun-
dred thousand children. Into the small, poorly ventilated halls crowd
hundreds of persons eager for its twenty minutes * entertainment of
tawdry music and exciting pictures .Even though at times there may be
nothing vulgar or suggestive about them, they must be exciting if they
draw the crowd, and excitement furnished in such an environment for
five cents is not of the best variety .These young people v^hose lives
are strictly unimaginative, are very fond of seeing life pictured out
as it is only through pictures that incidents can be made clear to
. them
.
By providing model picture shows, given in spacious, attractive room^
with only approved exhibitions allowed on the canvass, the seiilement
and field house could satisfy this desire of their patrons in such a
vtjay as to raise their moral standards, and could even through pictures
show them something of nature and of peoples in other countries and
thus give them something really educational rather than debasing. The
1
People's Institute on Manhattan Island is already contemplating the
establishment of one or more model nickelodeons and show what can be
1. Char. 20: 73-5,—Cheap Amusements—John Collier.
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done in this line. This Institute is now offering approved plays to
wage earners, shop girls, teachers and school children at reduced rates,
One of the easiest v/ays to e^-evate a race, we have seen, is through its
amusements and the Boards of Education need to recognize this fact to-
gether with other social leaders. School buildings should be open to
the working people on week evenings and on Sundays for automatic pianc
concerts and nickelodeon performances, approved of course beforehand by
a cornmittee.The Sunday opening is necessary for then is the only time
that many girls and boys can devote to pleasure as their work tires
1
them too much for recreation in the evenings.
Besides the nickekodeon, the vaudeville and cheap theatres are places
patronized by the young people desirous for amusement, particularly
2
that of the dramatic sort. A recent investigation shov;s that the pio-
bable number of persons in New York attending theatres on v/eek days
is at least three hundred thousand and reaches five hundred thousand
on Sundays,When it is also added that not twenty per cent of these
people are found at any of the standard theatres but that they are
almost all found in the illy-cupervised six hundred-odd theatres in
the tenement districts, the real field for work is clearly seen,
3
The cheap vaudeville is grov/ing worse, employing inferior actors and
1. A censorship~"c"ompos^ed of repre'sentatTve"s'~from The^ variou"s "organiz'a"^
tions for Socia,l Welfare has been established in New York for the pur-
pose of controlling the moving picture shoves. All new pictures are to
be inspected before leaving the factory; the vaudeville features and
the structural conditions in theatres will also be passed upon by this
cornmittee.The American Motion Pictures Patent Co.has joined in the work I
and thus the pictures for the entire country will be investigated. This
j
censorship has no legal authority but is binding through the force of
public opinion and the consent of the trade-elements involved.—Char.
22:8.—Censorship for Moving Pictures.
2. Char. 21 : 1058.—Theatres Second only to Schools.
3. The investi^^ator for the Committee on Amusements in Nev; York 1908
reports on page 15, that conditions along the Bowery and side streets
of Coney Island-the greatest amusement resort in New York-are thorough*"
ly disreputable .Here are found "low vulgar vaudevilles where from 14
|
to 20 scantily clad prostitutes dance, sing and relate coarse jokes
yet mixed up with the "scums" of the earth were seen marym so-called re-
Inpac tables people, elated Oibout^ dri nlri ng and-^^joyi^ng^^h'e inhow." =^
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illegitimate methods, and unless restricted by strict and never-ceasing
public control, soon oversteps the bonds of decency and becomes a direi\
teacher of crime and vice. Desire for emotional, imaginative appeal,
the pleasure in seeing exciting activities of others, the craving for
amusement and music, are what force the people into these vaudevilles
and cheap coarse theatres which are so ruinous to morals. It is good to
have our emotions aroused, if it incites to better things, to broader,
more useful lives.A stirred-up imagination can be a strong factor for
better ideals of life if it is aroused in the right way, If this fact
would only be generally recognized and made the most of by opening
morally uplifting theatrical performances and places within the reach
of the young people, noteworthy effects on the side of a better social
morality wouldresult.
The cities of Germany have far outstripped the rest of the world in!
providing and running theatres and opera houses for their people.
Usually the city pays a certain sum annually for the lar^st part of
the expenses of these theatres, and the admission prices meet^ the resti
but this admission price is always fixed so low as to place the per-
formance within the reach of almost everyone, Often, also, free enter-
tainments and operas are given, the entire expense of v;hich is borne by
1
the city.
But since in most of our cities no such opportunities are offered,
the people will continue on the downward track, the start upon which
was for mainy secured at the cheap, immoral theatres. But the young people
cannot be blamed for attending these objectionable- and ruinous places
of pleasure, since it is the only kind within their reach; they have no
|
choice, it is either these or none. No, the responsibility, the blame does
not rest on them but on the people of the city who I>tiiV£ ^y_thej.r_faij.-
k.Mun.Aff .2;674. |
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ure to see or their non-willingness to pursue their duty, have thrust
so many of their fellows into lives of crime and vice. The settlements
by private means and at the instigation of private parties, are doing
what is in their power to remedy this neglect of the public. All the
facilities which they are able to offer, such as, gymnasiums, baths,
entertainments, manual training, reading rooms, loan libraries, fresh air
trips, and kindergartens, are heartily appreciated and largely patron-
ized, but they cannot by any means provide for all.YJhat they are chief-
ly trying to do is to demonstrate to unbelievers that amusement is
stronger than vice and that the young people do not voluntarily and
deliberately choose useless, degrading forms of pleasure but that they
are forced to spend their time thus as no better way is offered. They
prefer and grasp eagerly better methods of securing recreation as soor
as they are allowed to choose. They quickly see the advantages of the
new way. The shop girls v/ho are enrolled in some of the gymnasium class
es in the schools of New York made marked physical improvement in a
short time and they vrere very proud of the fact. Some have discovered
that now they crave more and better food as they now have sensations
of hunger-a pleasure unexperienced by many shop girls; others find thai
they can do more work, because they are now v/ide-awake in the day-time,
1
as a result of healthful, restful sleep at nights. It is folly to sup-
pose that such girls will go back to their old way of securing pleas-
ure, for they are sensible persons v/ho can see for themselves the diveif-
sity in the results of the two methods of living.
The Church is also recognizing the fact that "preaching on Sundays
is good and necessary but the sanctifying influence of environment sis
2
nights in the v/eek is an immeasurable supplement to the preached word"
1. Outlook 75:209.—The Children out of School Hours—Lillian Eetts.
S.Dr.Scudder, quoted in the Challenge of the City by Strong.
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and the Institutional or Socialized Church ic the result. Such a chur(^h
adapts itself to the needs of the local environment and meets its
every need as completely as is in its power. It opens attractive socidl
rooms and gymnasiums, organizes clubs for men, v;omen, boys, and girls for
various purposes, provides beneficial ways of am.usement, conducts free
reading rooms and loan libraries, holds cooking schools, evening schooljfe
and lecture courses. In fact it tries to train the whole body in the
T/ay it should go, not merely the soul, The work done by St .Bartholomew'
1
Church in New York City is typical. Here 8,496 meetings are held durinfe
the year, only 1,422 of which are distinctly religious . The average num-
ber held on Sundays is nineteen, on week days tv/enty-four . This work
has only received a good start but it has proven so successful that
soon it will be generally agreed that no church is doing its full dut
unless it meets the needs of those among whom it is placed.
The greatest usefulness of either the Church or the Settlement canjf
not be attained if each works alone. For each needs the help of the
other. The Church could supply the auditorium for lectures, debates and!
entertainments of various kinds, also perhaps the swimming pool and the
gymnasium, HalIs for la.bor people could also be provided by the churchBS
and thus an effective blow be dealt to the saloons. The Settlement^
in the first place , could be an inva-luable aid to the Church in over-
coming the religious ppejudices of the people. They could gradually
demonstrate to the people that as all sects are welcome at the Settlefi-
ment,they likewise were all wanted at the Socialized Church. The in-
habitants of the Settlement by being more intimately associated with
the people as they live among them, have a much more complete know-
ledge of the sickness and needs of the neighborhood than the Church
could possibly have ari^-by reporting the needy cases to the Church
i. Strong—Challenge of~ the" City
,
'
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there would be a greater chance of all being helped than if the Churc
worked alone. Then the settlements could provide the smaller rooms
necessary for clubs, classes, and reading rooms. If some such scheme v;ei|e
carried out by the churches and settlements of the city, the sum totuir
of their influence would be increased and their money would be in-
vested t6 far greater advantage, than when one reproduces the work of
the other and many lines of activity therefore cannot be touched.
The Playground Association in its Second Congress realized that nofc
only the play of children should be provided for but also that of the
young people and adults.This is what the recreation center described
above attempts to do, But here we desire to emphasize again that a
playground if possible should in connection with its apparatus, field
and play-space for children, provide athletic fields large enough for
base-ball, foot-ball, tennis, and cricket, also for coasting and skating
where the climate permits. Gymnasiums, outdoors and indoors, are also
advocated as desirable and in some places have been established, v/hich
provide for the interests of young people and adults as 'veil as for
those of children. Boston has provided municipal gymnasiums, cricket
fields and golf grounds for adults exclusively . In Buffalo, the ohildrelJs
playgroimds and athletic fields are turned over to the young people
1
at six o* clock in the evening. Here games of tennis, basket-ball,
indoor base-ball, etc were indulged in with pleasure and profit by
these young people who are shut up all day in factories and shops.
This last arrangement has worked so well that it is recommended as
practical to other cities who desire that their girls and boys should
be out-of -doors part of the time at least.
The amusement problem of the city's young people has only received
a start in the direction in which it must be solved and the great w^orjj:
l,The Playground, Sept. 1908. Playgrounds and Playground Equipment
Elizabeth Rafter.
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now io to onlarge upon thoso varioua^so greatly as to fip;ht the com-
morcial element in our oociety, which is at the back of these worse
I
I
than unsatisfactory forms of amusement, so persistently and powerfully!
as to force them through lack of patronage to improve their standards
,
I
If they will not do this, the young people will at least have the power
to choose what kind of places they will attend and existing facts seen
to indicate clearly that the ma;)ority will prefer the wholesome forms,
As soon as people are brought to realize strongly enough so as to
act, that "to fail to provide for the recreation of young people is no:
only to deprive all of them of their natural form of expression and ti)
sub;ject some of them to the overwhelming temptation of illicit and
soul-destroying pleasures, but it futhermore pushes society back into
1
dreariness and into a scepticism of life's value',' as soon as the city
as a whole takes upon itself the work of preserving each individual
soul in all its purity and strength, then and not till then, will the
young working people have a chance to become noble, efficient citizens
of their country .These young people do not willingly walk into danger
but places full of danger compose their chief environment when on a
search for pleasure .V/hat the Committee on Amusements in New York said
about girls is still true when the young men are also included. V/e Yrll .
2
quote their conclusion of ^the matter . "Girls are everywhere and danger
lurks everywhere. Girls from good homes, girls viho live at boarding
houses, girls from the tenements, girls who must coiitent themselves in
hall bed-rooms, girls of all ages, all in the mad pursuit of pleasure,
running headlong into danger, having their moral senses blunted, all
because the people of New York are willing to lot any kind of amuse-
ment exist under any conditions ; are willing to sit by and let poll-
_tioians_graft_.B2 their very indifference to public welfare they are
I.Jane Addams—Char. 21: 368.
I 2. Page 20, of their Report. \
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helping along the ;;;reat curse that is besettinf, the American public
to-day, The Social Evil".
This is a state of affairs which every citizen should try to change
at once and prompt action now in the line of providing proper amuoe-
ment facilities for the young and willing out forever all immoral placets
v/ill mean a better country with more efficient citizens . Society will
have taken a long stride in the path of social redemption when it doeE
its best to have all its little children play out-of-doors under pro-
per direction and when it still v/atches over their amusements, con-
trolling ways here, providing means there, even after they have passed
the age of childhood. Play forms the common occupation of young and
old, native and foreigner, and it is through play that the social moral-
ity of our coimtry must be raised. Play in bringing joy to the partic-
ipants, in promoting good and in preventing undesirable results, is
therefore one of the most important social factors known.
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